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Spin-polarized electron injection into the semiconductor (SC) has been a topic of 
great interest among researchers in the past decade since it is the fundamental 
requirement of any spintronics device. Due to the difference in the density of 
states of majority and minority spins at Fermi-level, ferromagnets (FM) can be 
used as efficient injectors of spin-polarized electrons. Also, the long spin-diffusion 
length in SC ensures that the spin remains conserved throughout the SC layer. But 
due to the very high conductivity of FM layer as compared to SC, spin-injection 
remains low at 1%. In the present work, a diffusive model of spin-transport for a 
FM-SC-FM trilayer structure has been presented which is based on the spin-
diffusion equation and Ohm’s law for current flow. This model takes into account 
the effects of interfacial resistance (RI) due to a tunnel-barrier at the FM-SC 
interfaces. This spin-selective tunnel-barrier offers different resistances to up and 
down spin-electrons and thus leads to the preferential injection of spin-polarized 
electrons from FM into the SC. It has been shown that interfacial resistances can 
overcome the problem of conductivity mismatch and become crucial in 
determining the spin-injection efficiency and overall magnetoresistance of the 
device. Spin-injection efficiencies, as high as 70%, can be obtained when the spin-
dependent RI becomes comparable to the resistance of SC layer. The appreciable 
magnetoresistive effect close to 50% requires even higher values of RI. In this 
model, the RI values have been taken to be arbitrary. In order to remove the 
arbitrariness, a self-consistent model of spin-transport has been developed which 
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considers the transport in the bulk to be diffusive and within the vicinity of 
interfaces to be ballistic. The tunnel barrier has been modeled using delta U 
potential barriers at both FM-SC interfaces and SC layer has been modeled as 2D 
electron gas (2DEG). Apart from the Fermi-energy and the molecular field, 
another factor which affects the transmission probability of electrons through an 
interface is the potential drop across that interface. This potential drop, which is 
equivalent to the discontinuity in the electrochemical potential, is calculated from 
the diffusive transport model and then fed into the ballistic model to calculate the 
transmission probability. RI is then calculated using the Landauer’s formula. Thus, 
a self-consistency loop is formed, which links the discontinuity in electrochemical 
potential with the tunneling transmission probability of the ballistic model. The 
values of RI obtained self-consistently are then used to calculate the spin-injection 
efficiencies and magnetoresistance (MR). The values of RI are found to be 
asymmetric at the two interfaces of the trilayer structure. Such an asymmetry 
increases to 30% at high current density values. RI has also been studied at 
varying barrier heights and it was found that as the height or the spin-selectivity of 
the U barrier increases, RI also increases. Spin-injection efficiency and MR also 
follow the similar trend. The effects of varying the parameters of SC layer on 
asymmetry of RI, spin-injection efficiency and MR have also been investigated. It 
was found that, in general a large σs tends to improve all three characteristics, 
while a long SDL, improves the MR ratio but reduces the spin-injection efficiency. 
These trends may be explained in terms of conductivity mismatch and spin 
accumulation either at the interfacial zones or within the bulk of the SC layer.  
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Introduction to Spintronics 
 
Electron, the fundamental constituent of an atom which carries a finite amount of 
charge was discovered in 1897 by Sir J.J. Thomson. Because of this charge degree 
of freedom, electrons interact with each other and electromagnetic fields via 
Coulomb and Lorentz forces thus giving rise to electrical current in metals and 
semiconductors. Subsequently, two types of experimental evidence which arose in 
the 1920s, suggested an additional property of the electron. One was the closely 
spaced splitting of the hydrogen spectral lines, called the fine structure. The other 
was the Stern-Gerlach experiment which showed in 1922 that a beam of silver 
atoms directed through an inhomogeneous magnetic field split into two beams. 
Both of these experimental situations were consistent with the possession of 
intrinsic angular momentum (Sz) and magnetic moment by individual electrons as 
postulated by Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit [1, 2] in 1925. Classically this could occur 
if the electron were a spinning ball of charge. This property was termed as 
electron spin. It was also proved by Stern-Gerlach [3] experiment that electron 
spin is always quantized i.e. / 2zS = ±= . The quantized nature of electron spin 
causes the electron to possess two spin states, “spin-up” corresponding to 
/ 2zS = +=  and “spin-down” corresponding to / 2zS = −= . This spin-degree of 
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freedom of electron has opened a new, wide and interesting field of research for 
physicists and engineers, and is termed as “spintronics”. 
 
 
1.1 Spintronics – An Overview 
 
Spintronics – a neologism for “spin-based electronics” and also known as 
magnetoelectronics – is an emergent technology that exploits the quantum 
property of spin as well as the charge property of electrons. Spin is a purely 
quantum phenomenon roughly akin to the spinning of a child’s top or the 
directional behavior of a compass needle. Electrons have a sort of spin in which 
their needle can point either “up” or “down” in relation to magnetic field. Spin 
therefore lends itself elegantly to a new kind of binary logic of ones and zeroes. 
Thus the movement of spin like the flow of charge can also carry information. 
Manipulation of spin by an externally applied magnetic field is the key to the 
operation of all spintronics devices. Another more sophisticated advantage of spin 
is its long coherence, or relaxation time which means once created, it tends to stay 
for a long time, especially in semiconductors. By utilizing the spin property, there 
opens the possibility of developing new devices that are non-volatile, have higher 
data processing speed, consume less electric power and more importantly can 
have large integration densities compared with conventional semiconductor 
devices. In fact the spintronics dream is a seamless integration of electronic, 
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optoelectronic and magnetoelectronic multi-functionality on a single device that 
will ultimately result in new spin-based devices such as spin-FET (field effect 
transistor), spin LED (light emitting diode), spin RTD (resonant tunneling diode), 
optical switches operating at terahertz frequency, modulators, encoders, decoders, 
and quantum bits for quantum computation and communication [4, 5]. 
 
The first observation of the effect of spin on electron transport occurred in 1857 
when a change in the resistance of ferromagnet was observed with the change in 
angle between the magnetization and direction of current [6]. This effect was 
termed as anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR). Long after that Tedrow and 
Meservey [ 7 ] performed tunneling spectroscopy experiment and detected a 
conductance curve that was asymmetric about V=0. They deduced that the density 
of states at the Fermi level, N(EF), was different for the up and down-spin sub-
bands of the ferromagnet. By de-convolving the curves they could make a 
quantitative measure of the difference of spin sub-band density of states (at the 
Fermi level), which they equated with the net spin polarization of the tunneling 
current. It is important to note that this was the first experimental evidence that 
current in a ferromagnetic material, and current that tunneled across a barrier from 
a ferromagnetic material into some other metal, has a net spin polarization. 
Although, Sir N. Mott in 1936 [8] predicted that current in a ferromagnet is spin 
polarized and surface science experiments had detected spin polarized conduction 
electrons near or at the surface of ferromagnetic materials, the experiments of 
Tedrow and Meservey provided the first empirical confirmation of polarized 
currents. 
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A few years later in 1988, the discovery of giant magnetoresistive effect (GMR) 
heralds the beginning of new spin-based electronics [ 9 , 10 ]. This effect is 
observed in thin film multilayers of alternating ferromagnet and non-magnetic 
materials. When the magnetic moments of ferromagnetic layers are aligned (anti-
aligned), the resistance of the structure is minimum (maximum). Although the 
first commercial device, a magnetic field sensor using GMR effect was available 
in 1994 [11], the first range of products to have a major economic impact are 
“read” heads for magnetic hard disk drives, which were announced by IBM in 
November 1997 [12].  
 
More recently, researchers and developers of spintronics devices are focusing on 
novel ways to generate spin-polarized currents whereby they could control the 
spin-dynamics of a device. A more in-depth study would involve a thorough 
investigation of spin-transport in semiconductors and finding ways by which 
preferential alignment of spin, also termed as spin polarization, could be observed 
within the semiconductors. If spintronics devices could be made from 
semiconductors then we can have the advantages of magnetic field dependent 
effects such as GMR as well as the advantages of conventional semiconductor 
based devices, in a single device which will be termed as spintronics device. More 
importantly, semiconductor based spintronics devices can be easily integrated 
with conventional semiconductor technology.  
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1.2 Spin Transport in Semiconductors 
 
The work presented in this thesis is mainly focused on the study of efficient spin-
transport in semiconductors using ferromagnetic contacts. In this section, different 
aspects of spin-transport like generation of spin-polarized current, spin-injection 
and spin-detection will be introduced.  
 
The idea of spin-injection into semiconductors was first proposed by Scifres et al. 
in 1973 [13]. A few years later Aronov and Pikus calculated the spatially decaying 
polarization of minority carriers [14]. Then, Alvarado and Renaud successfully 
observed vacuum tunneling of spin-polarized electrons from a Ni tip into GaAs 
[15]. In their experiment, spin-polarization was determined by measuring the 
polarization of the emitted radiation and a negative value of about 30% was found 
at small injection energies. This early experiment proved that spin injection into 
semiconductors is possible. Negative spin-polarization indicates that minority 3d 
electrons are preferentially emitted from the Ni tip. Further tunneling studies with 
semiconducting barriers were conducted by Prins et al. [16]. After achieving 
efficient spin-injection, adequate spin-diffusion lengths are also required to 
maintain the spin-polarization throughout the semiconductor layer. Spin diffusion 
length for any material can be defined as the average length scale up to which an 
electron can traverse without undergoing spin flipping. Finally, there should also 
be a mechanism to detect the injected spins. This process is the reverse of spin-
injection and is termed as spin-detection. 
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Essential requirements for implementing a semiconductor spintronics technology 
in devices can be summarized in the following four points: 
 
1. Efficient electrical injection of spin-polarized carriers into the 
semiconductor. 
2. Adequate spin-diffusion lengths and lifetimes for transport within the 
device. 
3. Effective control and manipulation of the spin-system, and 
4. Efficient detection of the spin system to determine the output. 
 
Spin-polarized current required for spin-injection can be either generated by using 
ferromagnetic materials or ferromagnetic semiconductors such as diluted magnetic 
semiconductors (DMS). Ferromagnetic semiconductors seems to be the most 
likely approach and the successful use of dilute magnetic semiconductor contacts 
as spin-injectors can  bring about a revolutionary change in the field of spintronics. 
This is because a DMS constitutes the ideal material for the application of 
spintronics devices since it combines magnetic as well as semiconducting 
properties and can also be combined with conventional MOSFET based 
technology. In the following sub-sections, spin-injection, spin-detection and an 
alternative means of creating a non-equilibrium spin-population by optical means, 
are discussed. 
 





Spin-injection is regarded as one of the building blocks for the operation of 
spintronics devices [17, 18, 19]. Its strength can be measured by determining the 
value of spin-polarization of current at the contact from where the electrons are 








−= +  (1.1) 
 
Spin-polarized electron transport will occur naturally in any material in which 
there is a difference in the spin-populations at the Fermi-level. This imbalance 
commonly occurs in ferromagnetic-metals because of the difference in density of 
states for up and down spin electrons (Fig.1.1). A ferromagnetic metal can thus be 
used a source of spin-polarized carriers injected into a superconductor, a normal 
metal or a semiconductor and can also be used as a source electrode to tunnel 
spin-polarized electrons through an insulating barrier. More interesting effects can 
be seen if the injected current is 100% spin-polarized. Efforts are being made to 
produce such high quality spin-injectors in which the carriers of only spin-type 
occur at the Fermi-level. These materials come under the category of half-metals 
in which electrons of only one spin-type occur at the Fermi-level. However, to 
develop technological useful devices, it is sufficient to use the materials that are 
partially spin-polarized such as Fe, Co or Ni which have the spin-polarization 
values ranging between 40 to 50%. Spin-polarization of a material is defined in 
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terms of number of up-spin (n↑) and down spin (n↓) carriers in the same way as 
current polarization has been defined in Eq.(1.1).  
 
 
Fig 1.1 Density of states in normal and ferromagnetic metals 
 
 
Spin-injection from a ferromagnetic metal into a semiconductor using transparent 
interfaces in diffusive regime is still a challenging task with experimentally 
obtained values of less than 1% initially [17, 20]. The fundamental obstacle to 
efficient spin-injection in such systems is the mismatch between the conductivities 
of ferromagnetic metal and semiconductor, with former being about 104 to 105 
times higher than the latter [21]. The solution to this problem of conductivity 
mismatch has been proposed by Rashba [22] with the use of a tunnel-barrier at the 
ferromagnetic semiconductor interface. This tunnel-barrier is naturally spin-
polarized and thus offers different resistances for up and down spin carriers. With 
the help of spin-dependent interfacial tunnel-barrier, Motsnyi et al. [23] have 
experimentally demonstrated the electrical spin injection of electrons from a 
ferromagnetic metal/tunnel barrier contact into a III-V semiconductor light 
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resultant circular polarization of the emitted light was found to be in excess of 9% 
at 80K in a CoFe/AlOx/(Al,Ga)As/GaAs surface-emitting spin-LED. Hanbicki et 
al. [24] have also shown electron-spin polarizations of 32% in GaAs quantum 
well via electrical injection through a reverse biased Fe/AlGaAs Schottky contact. 
In their experiment, single-step tunneling was shown to be the dominant transport 
mechanism. Hence, these experimental verifications show that the efficient spin-
injection is indeed possible with the use of ferromagnetic tunnel-barrier contacts. 
 
An alternative approach to spin-injection suggested by Euges [ 25 ] and 
experimentally studied by Oestrich et al. [26], Fiederling et al. [27] and Ohno et 
al. [28] involves the use of diluted magnetic semiconductor (DMS) materials as 
spin-injectors. Non-magnetic semiconductors can be made magnetic by 
introducing a low concentration of magnetic ions such as Mn. Since the 
conductivities of magnetic and non-magnetic semiconductors are of the same 
order, they can be grown epitaxially on each other and efficient spin-injection is 
expected to occur between the two. Spin-injection using DMS contacts has been 
realized using an LED structure with a p-type DMS (Ga,Mn)As and n-type non-
magnetic semiconductor GaAs. Spin-polarized “holes” (Ferromagnetism in 
(Ga,Mn)As has been shown to be hole-mediated [29] ) injected from the DMS 
recombine with unpolarized electrons coming from GaAs in a non-magnetic 
quantum well of InGaAs [27]. Since the relaxation of holes is much faster than 
that of electrons due to the valence band-mixing [30], the spin-polarization values 
obtained are close to 100% [27], whereas in the (Ga,Mn)As system only a spin-
polarization of about 1% was found [28]. The major difficulty in fabricating III-V 
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DMS is the low solubility of magnetic elements such as Manganese in III-V 
compounds. 
 
An alternative technique of injecting spin-polarized electrons involves the use of 
band tunneling [31, 32]. Efficient spin-injection has also been achieved by using 
paramagnetic semiconductors [26]. 
 
1.2.2 Control of Spin-Polarization – Spin relaxation 
 
After the successful injection of spin-polarized electrons, there should be some 
mechanism whereby the spin-polarization of electrons within the material into 
which electrons are injected, can be controlled. This control is achieved by various 
spin-relaxation mechanisms. They allow control of spin relaxation and spin-
coherence in a wide range, from picoseconds to milliseconds. Very fast spin-
relaxation would be ideal for optical gate switches, whereas long spin-relaxation 
time opens up the possibility of utilizing spins as quantum bits for quantum 
information processing. 
 
Relaxation, in very simple terms, would be described as a process by virtue of 
which, any system returns to its equilibrium state after a disruption has occurred. 
In the case of spin-relaxation in semiconductors, the equilibrium spin-system of a 
semiconductor which has equal number of up and down spin electrons is disrupted 
by passing a spin-polarized current from a ferromagnetic (or DMS) contact. The 
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time taken by the spin to relax to an equilibrium position is called spin-relaxation 
time.  
 
Major spin-relaxation/spin-dephasing mechanisms in semiconductors include 
spin-orbit interactions originating from lack of the inversion-symmetry (the 
D’yakonov-Perel effect), band mixing (the Elliot-Yafet effect) and electron-hole 
exchange interaction effect (the Bir-Aronov-Pikus effect). The relative importance 
among these mechanisms depends not only on material properties such as spin-
orbit coupling and fundamental band-gap, but also on parameters such as device 
dimension, temperature, kinetic energy, scattering time and doping. The Elliot-
Yafet mechanism originates from the wavefunctions within the conduction band, 
which are not spin eigenstates in the presence of spin-orbit interaction.  If Bloch 
states are treated as superpositions of eigenstates, it becomes reasonable that any 
scattering event affecting the spatial part of the wave function will result in some 
finite probability of spin relaxation. This suggests that the spin relaxation time 
EY
sτ  is proportional to the momentum relaxation time pτ . The D’yakonov-Perel’ 
mechanism of spin relaxation is due to the lack of inversion symmetry in a crystal 
(such as GaAs), which lifts the degeneracy between conduction band electrons 
with the same k but different spin states. Because of the lack of an inversion center, 
terms with odd powers of k in the Hamiltonian are not symmetry-forbidden. The 
third major spin relaxation process is, the Bir-Aronov-Pikus mechanism, which is 
related to strength of the exchange interaction between electrons and holes.  The 
excitation of an electron from the valence band can result in the electron having a 
spin parallel or antiparallel to the hole left behind, giving rise to a fine structure of 
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singlet and multiplet excitons.  The energy difference between the two is the 
exchange splitting.  This interaction has a short-range part related to the e-h 
exchange integral within a Wigner-Seitz cell, and a long-range part with 
contributions from different cells.    
 
The first group to apply a circularly polarized pump probe method for measuring 
spin-relaxation in AlGaAs-GaAs quantum well was Takeuchi et al. [33]. Their 
measured value was 32 ps which is well suited for the application in optical gate 
switches. When spin-polarization is generated in a quantum well, then because of 
the preferential alignment of spin, the absorptions for right and left circularly 
polarized lights are different. This difference in absorption can be used to generate 
optical signals which in turn can control gate switches with switching times of the 
order of picoseconds. Kikkawa et al. have shown that spin-coherence in bulk n-
GaAs can be achieved for upto 100 µm [34] and spin-relaxation time can be 
extended to 100ns [35]. It has also been shown that spin-coherence can be 
maintained for periods of at least few nanoseconds in GaN [36], GaAs-AlGaAs 
quantum wells [37] and in ZnCdSe-ZnSe [38] quantum wells. These observations 
open up the possibility of application of confined electronic states to spin memory 
[39]. 
 
When a magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the carrier spin, the spin 
undergoes Larmor precession about the field. This is shown in Fig.1.2 in which 
the net magnetization vector M, upon application of B-field, starts spiraling 
around it and finally relaxes along the field direction due to damping. Spin-
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Fig 1.2 Magnetization M precessing around external B-field and finally relaxing along it. 
 
Experimentally, this has been investigated by time-resolved optical experiments of 




The final process after the successful injection and coherent transport of electron 
spins is spin-detection, whereby the relative orientations of spins are transduced 
into an electrical signal. Spin-detection can also be described as the reverse 
process of spin-injection. So, the mechanisms of spin-injection described above 
can also be applied for the purpose of spin-detection. For example, electrical 
detection of spin populations in semiconductors via spin-dependent transport 
properties of semiconductor/ferromagnet interfaces can be made. But, like in the 
case of spin injection, similar difficulties will apply to spin-injection also. By 
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analogy, Schottky or tunneling contacts may prove helpful; however, their 
efficiency is quite low. So, by combining such pair of contacts in series to realize 
a spin transistor, the effect on spin-injection efficiency will be squared. With 
highly transmitting and spin-asymmetric tunnel barriers, it may be possible to 
achieve the favorable situation where spin-dependent tunneling into the 
ferromagnetic electrode is more probable than spin relaxation within the 
semiconductor [22].  
 
Below, a simple model to inject and detect electron spins as suggested by 
Takahashi et al. [42] is shown.  
 
 
Fig 1.3 Basic structure of spin-injection and detection device. Spin accumulation at 
distance L is detected by measuring the spin-dependent voltage V2 between F2 and N [42]. 
 
In Fig.1.3, the spin-dependent voltage V2 detected at F2 is the potential difference 
between the right side of N electrode and the F2 electrode. The spin-accumulation 
signal is detected as the voltage change ( )2 2 22P APsV V V V= − =  or simply the 
resistance change /s sR V I=  when the magnetization changes from parallel (P) to 
antiparallel (AP) alignment. This signal Rs gives us the measure of how efficient 
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was the spin-injection from the first F1 electrode. It also depends on whether each 
junction is formed by a metallic contact or a tunnel contact. It has been shown that 
the dependence of V2 on the conductivity mismatch [21] ratio /F Nσ σ  can be 
removed systematically when a transparent contact is replaced with a tunnel 
junction [22]. When both contacts are tunnel contacts [43, 44],  
  
/2 NL
s J NR P R e
λ−=  (1.2) 
 
where 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2/JP G G G G
↑ ↓ ↑ ↓= − +  is junction polarization, /N N NR Aλ σ=  is the 
resistance, and ,N Fσ , Nλ  are the conductivities and spin-diffusion lengths 
respectively. So, since Rs do not contain RF, spin-detection system can overcome 
the problem of conductivity mismatch if both junctions are made up of tunnel-
contacts. 
 
Alternative means for detection of spin-polarized currents involve Quantum point 
contacts (QPC) or quantum dots (QD). In a QPC at zero magnetic field, 
conductance steps appear at quantized values of 2e2/h. Conductance quantization 
will be discussed more in chapter 3. It leads to spin-splitting which is absent at 
zero field. The same phenomenon should be manifested when the spin bands 
become unequally populated within the constriction through spin injection. A 
polarization detection sensitivity of 0.01% has been estimated with ideal point 
contacts at low temperatures [45]. In QPC, with a ferromagnetic Ni dot making 
contact with the 2DEG, clear conductance steps have been observed [ 46 ]. 
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Magnetic Resonance Force Microscopy (MRFM), [47, 48, 49] has been shown to 
be another potentially important form of spin-detection. It combines the three-
dimensional capabilities of magnetic resonance imaging with the high sensitivity 
and resolution of atomic force microscopy. Using this approach, it has been 
estimated that the polarization sensitivity of 0.01% can be obtained within a 
scanned volume of < 1 µm3 [ 50 ]. If successful, this tool may provide an 
unprecedented insight into the physics of spin-injection and detection. 
 
 
1.3 Magnetoelectronic devices 
 
The phenomena of spin injection, spin control/manipulation and spin detection 
described in Section 1.2 can be incorporated together to form a spintronics or 
magnetoelectronics device. The first such device, based on the conventional high-
electron mobility transistor (HEMT) structure, was proposed by Supriyo Datta and 
Biswajit Das of Purdue University in 1989. This device, the first of its kind was 
named “spin-FET” [ 51 ]. In this device electron transport between two 
ferromagnetic electrodes occurs via 2 dimensional electron gas (2DEG) formed on 
indium-aluminium-arsenide (InAlAs) and indium-gallium arsenide (InGaAs) 
structure. Within the 2DEG, spin-polarization takes place because of spin-orbit 
interactions. The second electrode acts as collector and accepts those electrons 
which have their spin aligned along its magnetization direction.  
 




Fig 1.4 Schematic diagram of a spin-FET (a) Channel formed results in spin-polarized 
current flow (b) Application of electric field drives electrons out of channel and thus turns 
it into an insulator 
 
Fig.1.4 shows a schematic of the basic functionality of Datta-Das spin FET. In a 
conventional FET, a narrow semiconductor channel runs between two electrodes 
named the source and the drain. When voltage is applied to the gate electrode, 
which is above the channel, the resulting electric field drives electrons out of the 
channel (for instance), turning the channel into an insulator. Spin-FET, however, 
has a ferromagnetic source and drain so that the current flowing into the channel is 
spin-polarized. In a spin-FET, when a voltage is applied to the gate, the spins 
rotate as they pass through the channel and the drain rejects these antialigned 
electrons. A spin-FET would have several advantages over a conventional FET. 
Flipping an electron's spin uses much less energy and can be done much faster 
than depleting an electron channel as is done in a conventional MOSFET. One can 
also imagine changing the orientation of the source or drain with a magnetic field 
i.e. introducing an additional type of control that is not possible with a 
conventional FET. Thus, we can also realize logic gates using spin-FET. Although 
this scheme for a spintronics device as proposed by Datta and Das has helped 
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researchers in gaining an insight into this vast field, it has not been implemented 
successfully in practice, but despite several efforts over the years. This is because 
of difficulties in efficiently injecting spin polarized currents from a ferromagnetic 
metal into a semiconductor. 
 
Another very interesting device is an all-metal spin transistor developed by 
Mark Johnson at the Naval Research Laboratory [52]. It is a trilayer device 
consisting of a metallic non-magnetic layer sandwiched between two adjacent 
ferromagnetic layers. The resistance of the transistor depends upon the relative 
orientation of ferromagnetic layers just like the GMR device. This device acts as a 
switch or spin-valve to detect changes in an external magnetic field. One 
significant advantage of this transistor is that being all-metallic, the device 
dimensions can be brought down to the nano-scale range using modern nano-
lithographic techniques. On the other hand, due to its all metallic nature, it is very 
difficult to integrate the device with conventional semiconductor devices. Also it 
neither amplifies current nor voltage. Another very interesting spin-based 
transistor device is Monsma transistor [ 53 , 54 , 55 ]. It was fabricated by 
sandwiching a traditional spin-valve structure between two layers of silicon. 
 
Another solar energy based spintronics device is spin-polarized p-n junction 
used as a solar cell [56]. When a circularly polarized light illuminates the p and n 
regions, depletion layer is formed and generated electrons are spin-polarized. This 
results in large built-in electric field which is sufficient enough to sweep electrons 
and holes into the n and p regions respectively. Since the spin-polarized electrons 
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created in the depletion layer cause net spins to be injected into the n region, the 
resulting current is spin-polarized. Thus the energy of photons gets converted into 
aligned spins. 
 
One of the most exciting devices is the spin-based quantum computer, [57, 58, 
59 , 60 ] although practical implementation will not be in the near future. A 
quantum computing bit called a “qubit” due to its quantum mechanical nature can 
represent an infinite set of values between ‘0’ and ‘1’ in contrast with classical 
binary computing bit which can represent only two states. An interesting property 
called “Quantum entanglement” can be seen in these devices. It means that spins 
of particles polarized together remains correlated even though they become 
spatially separated. Thus it enables parallel processing i.e. many computations can 
run simultaneously.  
 
Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM) is probably the most promising 
spintronics device at present. It has recently been made commercially available. 
Fig.1.5 shows an array or MRAM cells used to store information. MRAM uses 
magnetic hysteresis to store data and magnetoresistance to read data. The 
spintronics components that are currently used in MRAMs do not involve 
semiconductor materials for the key operations. 
 




Fig 1.5 An array of MRAM cells 
 
They consist of ferromagnetic metals and alloys thereof in combination with other 
non-magnetic metals or insulators in a sandwich type structure (Fig. 1.5). For 
further improved performance, flexibility of storage media applications and to 
reach significant impacts in areas other than data storage, semiconductor materials 
must be integrated into the active part of the spintronics device. The main reason 
for the absence of semiconductor spintronics is the difficulty to produce a 
semiconductor with ferromagnetic properties above room temperature. The 
advantages of MRAM include its non-volatility, data access times of about 
1/10,000 that of hard disk drives, 1000 times faster write times, no wearout with 
write cycling (EEPROM and flash wear out with about 1 million write cycles) and 
lower energy for writing. With all these advantages, MRAM has a good prospect 
in challenging the current dominance of the existing Double Data Rate (DDR) 
RAMs. 
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Among all the spintronics devices discussed above, till-date MRAM is the only 
one which has been developed and manufactured commercially. For all other 
devices, if they are ever to be practical, we need to understand how spins move 
through materials and develop efficient and effective techniques for the electrical 
injection of a strongly spin-polarized (close to 100% spin polarization) currents as 
well as electrical detection of such spin currents. Another potential requirement 
for practical application of spintronics device is that the spin generation, injection 
and detection should be accomplished without using extremely high magnetic 





As discussed above, the primary requirement for the practical implementation of 
any spintronics device is to achieve efficient spin-injection into the semiconductor. 
Electrical injection of spin-polarized electrons from a ferromagnetic metal into a 
semiconductor without taking into account the interfacial effects has yielded much 
lower values of spin-injection efficiency. This is due to the problem of 
conductivity mismatch between a ferromagnet and highly resistive semiconductor 
[21]. But as the device dimensions become smaller, the interface scattering 
increases and plays a dominant role. In the hybrid structures like ferromagnet-
semiconductor-ferromagnet, which is the structure described in this thesis, the 
presence of magnetic tunnel contacts at the interface can cause spin-dependent 
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transmission (spin-filtering) and strongly influence the operation of device. It has 
been shown by Rashba [22], that tunnel contacts can substantially increase the 
spin-injection efficiency of the device and overcome the problem of conductivity 
mismatch between a ferromagnet and semiconductor. Experimentally also, 
Hanbicki et al. [24] and Motsnyi et al. [23] have obtained appreciable values of 
spin-polarizations, 32% and 9% respectively, in their devices. Thus, it can be 
inferred that ferromagnetic tunnel contacts indeed play a vital role in enhancing 
the spin-dependent effects in the structure. It therefore becomes essential to study 
the spin transport in these structures taking into account the effects of interface 
resistance produced by the tunnel contacts.  
 
In order to model the effect of tunnel barrier at the ferromagnet-semiconductor 
interface, we need to know the numerical value of the interface resistance offered 
by the tunnel contact. Heersche et al. [61] had done a calculation of the interface 
conductance but they have assumed purely ballistic transport across their 
ferromagnetic-two dimensional electron gas structure. However, spin-transport in 
the bulk of the structure away from the interface should be described using the 
diffusive model while in the vicinity of the interface it should be considered as 
ballistic. Diffusive and ballistic models are described in detail in the next chapter. 
Hence, in order to accurately determine the value of interfacial resistance, we 
should have a model that could employ both diffusive (in the bulk region) and 
ballistic (in the vicinity of interface) transports self-consistently.  
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1.5 This Thesis 
 
The goal of this thesis is to study the spin-transport in semiconductors. The 
structure under consideration consists of a trilayer structure which is composed of 
a semiconductor sandwiched between two identical ferromagnetic electrodes. This 
is a structure which is commonly used in semiconductor-based spintronics devices. 
When current is passed through the structure, the spin-differential density of states 
of ferromagnetic electrodes makes the current spin-polarized which is then 
injected into the semiconductor. This results in non-equilibrium spin-population in 
the semiconductor which determines the strength of spin-polarization. It is shown 
that interface effects, which may be due for example to a tunnel barrier, at the 
ferromagnet-semiconductor interface play a crucial role in enhancing the spin-
injection efficiency and magnetoresistance of the device. To model the tunnel-
barrier, the resistance which it presents has to be calculated using a self-consistent 
diffusive and ballistic spin-transport model.  
 
In chapter 2, the fundamental concepts of spin-polarized electron transport are 
described in detail with the aim being to familiarize the reader with all the 
concepts used in rest of the thesis. An important point is that each of the two spin 
specie can be treated as an independent fermionic system in thermal equilibrium 
with only a weak interaction between the two spin-systems which may be due to 
spin-flip processes. So, an independent electrochemical potential for each spin can 
be defined and used to describe the spin-transport in terms of spin-diffusion 
between two reservoirs kept at different chemical potentials. Following this 
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definition, a general diffusive model for ferromagnet-normal metal structure has 
been described. Following that, the basic formula of Landauer for ballistic 
transport conductance is derived. In the last section, a general idea of spin-
polarized current induced magnetization switching with background and switching 
dynamics has also been discussed. 
 
In chapter 3, a diffusive model of spin-transport across a ferromagnet-
semiconductor-ferromagnet trilayer is described in detail. This model takes into 
account the effects of interface resistance due to a spin-dependent tunnel barrier at 
the ferromagnet-semiconductor interface. The electrochemical potentials for the 
individual spins are solved using diffusion equation and the position dependence 
of spin-polarizations for the three regions is derived. Spin-injection efficiency is 
studied over a range of interfacial resistances and ways are suggested to improve 
the same. Calculations are performed for both parallel and anti-parallel alignment 
of the ferromagnetic contacts and effect of interface resistance is studied over the 
magnetoresistance of the entire structure.  
 
In chapter 4, a self-consistent diffusive and ballistic spin transport model for the 
ferromagnet-semiconductor-ferromagnet hybrid structure is developed to 
theoretically determine the value of interfacial resistance.  This model assumes 
ballistic transport in the vicinity of the interface and diffusive transport in the bulk 
of the layers. Transmission probabilities for spin-up as well as spin-down 
electrons are derived at both interfaces taking into account the discontinuity in 
electrochemical potentials at the interface obtained using the diffusive model. The 
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Landauer formula is then used to link the transmission probabilities with the 
interfacial conductance. 
 
Finally with chapter 5, this thesis concludes with a summary of the entire work 





Fundamental concepts of spin-injection and 
transport in hybrid structures 
 
The interplay between the spin and the charge degree of freedom of electrons play 
a key role in determining electronic properties of many materials. In modern 
electronics, this interplay is used to our advantage for the fabrication of functional 
devices. A very well-known example is provided by the magnetic multilayers used 
as spin-valve magnetic field detectors in hard-drive read-heads. The study of the 
microscopic physical mechanisms that determine this interplay between spin and 
charge of electrons constitutes the field of spintronics. Currently, the research on 
spin-transport is branching out in different directions. New types of nanostructures 
which involve transport through the interface between ferromagnets and 
semiconductors or superconductors are under investigation. In order to appreciate 
fully the research activity in this field, all basic notions in the spin-transport in 
magnetic nanostructures must be discussed. The basic spin effects include: 
 
1. Spin scattering – Spin-dependent diffusive electron transport 
2. Spin-dependent ballistic electron transport 
3. Spin-precession 
4. Spin-dependent tunneling 
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In this chapter, the concept of electrochemical potential has been described in 
detail, which is the fundamental quantity used to describe spin-transport in 
diffusive regime. Then a semi-classical, one dimensional model of spin-transport 
through a single interface is described. This model will form the basis of diffusive 
calculations in chapter 3. Along with the diffusive method, the ballistic scheme of 
spin-transport has also been studied. Finally, precessional motion of spins about 
the exchange field, which changes according to the local magnetization 
configuration at the position of electron, is discussed.  
 
 
2.1 Electrochemical potential 
 
When a particle or chemical species is transported between two volumes separated 
by a barrier, then the system undergoes a change in the concentration of carriers 
on both sides. The direction of flow will be such as to bring the concentration in 
the two volumes to the same value. The change in potential and work done in this 
type of process is described in terms of chemical potential and Gibb’s free energy 
respectively. By definition, chemical potential is the change in energy of the 
system when a particle is added. A similar formalism can be used to describe the 
transport of charged carriers like electrons from say a ferromagnet to a 
semiconductor across an insulating barrier. In this case, the local chemical 
potential of the two sides and the work done associated with the movement of 
charge between two phases of different potential has been taken into account. To 
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describe transport in such type of structures, it is easy to use a quantity different 
from chemical potential, electrochemical potential which will be the sum of 
chemical and electrical potentials for both the regions adjacent to the interface. It 
is a measure that reflects entropy and electrostatics, and is typically invoked in 
transport processes which involve diffusion. If one connects a voltmeter at the 
ends of ferromagnet-semiconductor structure then the reading in the voltmeter will 
actually show the difference in electrochemical potentials of two regions. 
 
It should be noted that it is the gradient in electrochemical potential defined by 
Ohm’s law which governs the flow of current in the structure. For electron 
transport to take place in a system of ferromagnet and semiconductor, the 
electrochemical potentials of both regions should be different. In normal metallic 
systems, conduction electrons form a Fermi-system which is well described in 
terms of Fermi-gas in which the corresponding energy is of the order of few 
electron-volts. Hence since F BE k T , temperature has little effect on the 
transport-properties and the electrochemical potential is approximately equal to 
the Fermi-energy of the system. This is shown in the following section. 
 
2.1.1 Equivalence of electrochemical potential and Fermi-energy 
 
Consider a system in which a positively charged plate is held at some distance to a 
material which can be a metal, semiconductor or any other ionic conductor. In 
other words, the positively charged plates and material are insulated and no 
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current of any kind can flow. However, there will be an electric field in the gap 
region and negative charges will move toward the interface to screen the field 
completely. So the carriers will pile up at the interface and there will be a large 
concentration gradient. In this situation, Fick’s law predicts a very large diffusion 
current away from the interface proportional to the negative gradient of charge 
concentration, given by 
 ( ) ( ). .di x q D c x= − ∇  (2.1) 
 
Here D is the diffusion constant and c is the concentration of carriers. Together 
with this there is also an electric current due to the electric field which can be 
written as  
 ( ) ( ) ( ). . .di x q c x E xµ=  (2.2) 
 
where µ  is the mobility and q is the charge of particle. Total current will be given 
by the sum of these two currents. In equilibrium, both currents must be identical 
and opposite in sign. Substituting /eD kTµ =  using the Einstein relation 
and ( ) /E dU x dx= − , where ( )U x  is the potential of the system, we obtain 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ln
d kT d de U x c x kT c x
dx c x dx dx
− = = ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  (2.3) 
 
Solving this differential equation by integrating,  
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 ( ) ( )ln .kTU x c x const
e
+ =⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  (2.4) 
 
From Eq. (2.4), it can be seen that the sum of two quantities which are dependent 
on position x, is a constant. This conserved constant quantity is termed as 
electrochemical potential. Multiplying by electronic charge e throughout to get the 
dimensions of energy, electrochemical potential Vec can be written as 
 
 ( ) ( )lnecV V x kT c x= + ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  (2.5) 
 
where ( ) ( )V x eU x= is the electrostatic potential energy. Solving above equation 
for c(x) gives 
 ( ) ( )exp ecV x Vc x
kT
−⎡ ⎤= −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 (2.6) 
 
Eq. (2.6) is Boltzmann distribution for classical particles with the energy 
( ) ecV x V−  which is the classical approximation of the Fermi-distribution EF or Vec. 
Thus it can be seen that electrochemical potential is same as the Fermi-energy of 
the system. More commonly electrochemical potential is represented by the 
symbol µ . 
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2.1.2 Flow of current 
 
Consider a nanoscale field-effect-transistor which is sketched in Fig.2.1. Current 
through this device flows when an external device such as battery maintains the 
two contacts (source and drain) at different electrochemical potentials 1µ  and 2µ  
and thus drives the channel into non-equilibrium state. The conductance of a 
channel with only one energy level in the range of interest depends on the quality 
of contacts. The maximum value of this conductance is given by a fundamental 
constant which is related to the electron charge and Planck’s constant by the 
following relation: 
 ( )2 10 25.8eG kh
−= = Ω  (2.7) 
 
 
Fig 2.1 A nanoscale field-effect-transistor [62] 
 
If the source and drain regions are coupled to the channel with VD kept at zero, 
current flow will bring all of them in equilibrium with common electrochemical 
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potential µ . The average probability of finding an electron in any energy level in 
this equilibrium state is given by the Fermi-function: 
 
 ( ) ( )0
1
1 exp / B
f E
E k T
µ µ=− + −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 (2.8) 
 
Energy levels far below µ  are always full i.e. f0 = 1 while those far above µ are 
completely empty (This has been shown pictorially by a diagram in Fig. 2.2). 
Energy levels within few kBT of µ are sometimes filled and sometimes empty 
keeping the probability of finding an electron between 0 and 1. This means that 
the conduction of electrons will depend upon the number of available states 
around E µ= . To get a clear picture of what makes the current flow across the 
device, a positive drain voltage VD w.r.t source is applied which keeps the source 
and drain at different electrochemical potentials 1µ  and 2µ  such that 
1 2dqV µ µ= − . The source will keep on pumping the electrons into the channel in 
attempting to establish equilibrium with it. On the other hand, drain will also keep 
on pulling the electrons to establish its own equilibrium. So as a whole, channel 
remains in non-equilibrium state which is the resultant of the two states into which 
source and drain would like to stay. This process will result in continuous flow of 
current until the source and drain are brought to the same electrochemical 
potential. 
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In Fig. 2.2, an equivalent reservoir model of electrochemical potentials is shown. 
To get an expression for the amount of current flowing, the expressions for net 
flux I1 and I2 across the left and right junctions can be written as: 
 
 ( )11 1qI f Nγ= −=  (2.9) 
 ( )22 2qI f Nγ= −=  (2.10) 
 
Here ( )1 2 /γ =  are the rate constants for the left (right) junction, f1(2) are the source 




Fig 2.2Diagram showing the diffusion picture of electrons. One only cares about the 
electrons between 1µ  and 2µ  while those below 2µ  are fully compensated 
 
At steady state there is no net flux in or out of the channel i.e. 1 2 0I I+ = . 
Calculating N from this relation and substituting in Eq.(2.9), 
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 ( ) ( )1 21 2 1 2
1 2
qI I I f E f Eγ γγ γ= = − = −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦+=  (2.11) 
 
This is the current for one-spin type. From Eq.(2.11), three facts can be verified 
which states no current will flow when:  
(i) 1 2µ µ=  which means ( ) ( )1 2f E f E= . 
(ii) an energy level is far below both 1µ  and 2µ  which means 
( ) ( )1 2 1f E f E= = . 
(iii) an energy level is far above both 1µ  and 2µ  which means 
( ) ( )1 2 0f E f E= = . 
 
Current flows only when the energy level E lies within few kBT of 1µ  and 2µ  
where ( ) ( )1 2f E f E≠ . 
 
 
2.2 Spin-transport in a diffusive conductor 
 
In this section, the simple model of spin-injection and basic physics of spin-
injection and accumulation has been dealt in structures where transport is 
diffusive i.e. the electron mean free path is shorter than the dimensions of the 
system. This is usually the case in metallic systems. In semiconductors, both 
diffusive and ballistic (in 2-dimensional electron gas) transport regimes can occur. 
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The ballistic case will be discussed in section 2.3. Here, a semi-classical, one 
dimensional (1D) model is used to describe diffusive spin-transport through a 
single transparent interface based on the Boltzmann approach. Then, the basic 
model of diffusive spin-transport in ferromagnet/non-metal structure with 
transparent interface is reviewed. The description of electrical transport in terms 
of the two-current model dates back to Fert and Campbell’s work [63] in 1971 and 
later extended by van Son et al. [64]. A firm theoretical spin-transport model 
based on Boltzmann description has been given by Valet and Fert [65]. They 
applied the model to describe the effects of spin accumulation and spin dependent 
scattering on the GMR effect in magnetic multilayers allowing detailed 
quantitative analysis of the experimental results. The model of Johnson [66] also 
describes the same physics, but does not allow a direct calculation of spin-
polarization of current.  
 
All diffusive calculations including the one which will be used in chapter 3 to 
describe spin-transport in a ferromagnet-semiconductor-ferromagnet structure, are 
actually based on the Boltzmann approach. The diffusive model provides us with 
an easier approach to describe the transport mechanism. In section 2.2.3, this 
approach has been discussed and applied to a simple structure of ferromagnet-
semiconductor to give a clear picture of diffusive spin-transport.  
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2.2.1 Spin-injection and accumulation 
 
In a non-magnetic material like Cu, the concentration of up and down spin 
electrons is same. When a spin-polarized current from a ferromagnetic material 
like Co or Fe, is injected into a non-magnetic metal, the spins of carriers 
undergoes a change. In a steady state, when the polarized spins enter non-
magnetic region, their polarization is lost by random relaxation at a rate 1/t, where 
t is the relaxation time and this results in a non-equilibrium magnetization which 
is equivalently known as spin-accumulation.  
 
 
Fig 2.3 Density of state diagrams for F/N/F spin-valve structures 
 
An understanding of the steady-state transport in F/N/F structures can be 
developed by considering a microscopic transport model described by the density 
of states diagram of F1, F2 and N layers (Fig. 2.3). Here N is free electron metal 
and for simplicity, interfacial resistances have been ignored [43, 67].  
 
m 2Rs 
N↑(E)N↓(E) N↑(E)N↓(E)N↑(E)N↓(E)N↓(E) N↑(E) 
E 
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E E E
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In the absence of any external current, Fermi-levels of all 3 regions align at EF,0. 
When a current je is passed from F to N, only one spin-band carries the current 
because the transport will involve carriers within few kBT of the Fermi-level. The 
electric current driven through F1 acts as a “spin-pump” which drives a non-
equilibrium density of spins into N. Magnetization current IM associated with 





η β=  (2.12) 
 
Here 1η  is the spin-polarization of F1 layer, which is taken here as 1, β  is the 
Bohr-magneton and e is the electronic charge. When the steady-state is reached, 
the polarization of spin-polarized carriers entering N from F1 is due to spin-




eM I tI tm
A d e A d
η β= =  (2.13) 
 
Here t2 is the spin relaxation time and A.d gives the volume occupied by the spins 
with A being the area of electrode F1. In the steady-state, accumulation of up-
spins is matched by depletion of down-spins so that the total number of electrons 
is held constant.  
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2.2.2 Semi-classical, 1D model of spin-transport 
 
Consider a region in space in which current flows in z-direction and spins point 
either up or down along the x-axis [69].  
 
 
Fig 2.4 1D model shown in (p,r,sz) space. In spin-flip process, collisions bring a volume 
(p,r) from phase space s = ½ to s = -½ characterized by a spin-flip relaxation time τsf. 
 
For inhomogeneous systems, the equilibrium distribution function will be the 
distribution of local density ns(r) and can be denoted as f0 (ns(r)). Boltzmann 
equation for the distribution function of each spin in stationary regime with 
relaxation time approximation can be written as: 
 
 ( )( )
0
11 1
s ss s s s
sfs sf









where τsf and τs are the relaxation times with and without spin-flip respectively. 
The external force corresponding to potential V(z) is ( ) /F e dV z dz z∧= ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ . 
Chemical potentials for both spins can be written as  










= −∆  (2.15) 
 
Here 0µ  is the electrochemical potential or Fermi-level in the absence of any field. 
The distribution function in Eq. (2.14) can be expressed as  
 
 ( )0 1ss sE zf f fkT
µ−⎛ ⎞= =⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  (2.16) 
 
After calculating f1s using standard linearization process, spin-currents are given 
by the integrals 
 ( )3 131 .s s zj d p f ev= −∫=  (2.17) 
 
which finally gives (assuming same Fermi-velocity for both spin-bands) 
 
 s ssj e z
σ µ⎛ ⎞∂= ⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠
 (2.18) 
 







m e vπσ Λ= =  and ( ) 11 1s s sf Fvτ τ −− −Λ = +  are 
electrochemical potentials for individual spins, conductivity and electron mean-
free-path respectively. Some algebraic simplification can give, 
 








∂ ∆ ∆=∂  (2.19) 
 
where 2sfλ  is the spin-diffusion length which is related to diffusion constant D by 
the relation sf sfDλ τ= . Equations (2.18) and (2.19) are known as Ohm’s law for 
each spin-channel and diffusion equation respectively which form the basis of 
diffusive spin transport. The spin-flip time sfτ  is usually larger than the 
momentum scattering time / Fl vτ = . The transport can then be described in terms 
of parallel diffusion of the two spin species, where spin-flip processes couples the 
carrier densities in the two spin reservoirs.  
 
2.2.3 Diffusion model for ferromagnetic-normal metal interface 
 
In this section, the linearized diffusive spin-transport from a ferromagnet into a 
normal metal through a transparent interface (zero interface resistance) is 
discussed using the model of van Son et al. [64], in order to familiarize the reader 
with the diffusive transport model.  
 
A 1D transport model can be assumed across transparent interface at 0x = , 
having ferromagnet on the left extending towards 0x <  and a non-magnet 
extending towards 0x > . Now the diffusive transport can be described using 
equations (2.18) and (2.19). The generalized solution of diffusion equation (2.19) 
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x xc da b x e eλ λµ σ σ
↑ ↓ ↑ ↓
↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ −
↑ ↓ = + ± ∓  (2.20) 
Here ,σ↑ ↓  and sfλ  are the conductivities and spin diffusion lengths in the medium 
for which electrochemical potential is written. Values of constants a, b, c↑↓ and 
d↑,↓ can be calculated by writing the boundary conditions. These conditions would 
involve the continuity of µ↑  and µ↓  at the interface, conservation of current in 
each spin-channel (i.e. no spin-flip at the interface) and that the difference 
µ µ↑ ↓−  tends to zero far away from the interfaces on both sides. The first two 
terms in Eq. (2.20) forms the linear spin-independent ohmic part 0µ  of 
electrochemical potentials which is same for both µ↑  as well as µ↓ . 
 
 
Fig 2.5 Diffusive model of van Son [64] showing the split in electrochemical potentials 
for up and down spins when current passes through the ferromagnet/normal metal (F/N) 
interface 
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The model of van Son et al. is based on the suggestion by Mott [70] that at 
temperatures low with respect to the Curie temperature most of the scattering 
events will conserve the direction of spin. So their model of electrical transport is 
described in terms of two-current-model in which up and down spin electrons are 
independent of each other and carry current in parallel. Fig. 2.5 shows the position 
dependence of electrochemical potentials of both spin-types (dotted lines) near the 
F/N interface. Also shown in dark line is 0µ  which is the ohmic part of µ↑  or µ↓ . 
Although µ↑  and µ↓  are continuous at the F/N interface, 0µ  is not. This is 
because current conversion process takes place at the interface which results in a 
voltage drop. It is this current conversion process which splits 0µ  into µ↑  and µ↓  
near the interface and thus from Eq. (2.18) leads to different values of up and 
down spin currents. Defining β  as j jβ↑ = , the spin polarization P at the 
interface has been given as [64]: 
 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( )1 1
2 12 1
1 4 1 /
F
I
F F N N F F
αβ α α σ λ σ λ− −
−− = + −  (2.21) 
 
Here α  is the conductivity polarization parameter defined as σ ασ↑ =  and 
subscripts F and N denote ferromagnet and non-magnet respectively. If 
( ) ( )( )1 14 1F F F F N Nσ λ α α σ λ− −− , all spin-flip takes place in F. However, for a 
half-metallic ferromagnet, all spin-flip has to take place in N, however large 
1
N Nσ λ−  is, because 1Fα =  in this case.  
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Corresponding to the voltage drop discussed above, boundary resistance Rb can 
also be calculated as: 
 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )( )









F N N F F





α σ λ σ λ







This resistance is of the order of 0.1Ω for a 100-nm thick, 2-µm wide Al thin-film 
strip. The main problem identified in van Son’s model [64] is that the additional 
voltage drop has to build up over a length scale that is few times Nλ  which means 
intrinsically there is a series resistance larger than Rb. Near a non-magnetic metal-
superconductor interface, Rb can be easily identified because the diffusion length 
that governs the current conversion, diverges as the temperature approaches the 
critical temperature of superconductor. But since the spin-flip diffusion length at 
the F/N interface cannot be manipulated that easily, it is much harder to identify 
the part of the resistance as being due to the current conversion process. 
 
The potential differences can be experimentally measured by using an F and an N 
probe. Since no net current flows through a voltage probe, 0µ  is constant in each 
probe and the potential difference of probes can give a measure of discontinuity in 
0µ  at the interface. However, to measure directly µ↑  or µ↓ , one would need two 
half-metallic probes magnetized in opposite directions. 
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2.3 Ballistic Electron Transport 
 
Increasing interest of researchers in studying the spin-injection phenomena in 2-
dimensional electron gas (2DEG) systems has been motivated by the expectation 
that spin-transport in these materials is greatly enhanced. This can be attributed to 
higher mobility of electrons in 2DEG, which can be five orders of magnitude 
larger than in all-metallic Au devices (the “Johnson spin transistor”). This is 
particularly true for devices with submicron dimensions, where mean free paths 
for momentum scattering can easily exceed device dimensions. For example, 
sufficiently narrow conductors of such materials (2DEG) become quantum wires, 
in which current is carried by only a small number of transverse subbands [71].  If 
a quantum wire is short enough, inter-subband scattering becomes inconsequential 
and quantization of electrical conductance is obtained [72, 73]. With the advent of 
ULSI (Ultra Large-scale Integration) technology and microfabrication of 
semiconductor devices, it is possible to produce an extremely short channel device 
in which electrons can transit ballistically between the electron contacts without 
suffering any scattering when the electrode distance is shorter than the mean free 
path. Although the approach taken for ballistic transport is conceptually 
straightforward, it provides a very important intuitive understanding about the 
unique aspects of ballistic spin transport and underscores significant gaps in the 
understanding of transport physics.  
 
In nanoelectronic devices, ballisitic transport is usually described using the 
Buttiker-Landauer model which is described below.  
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2.3.1 Landauer Formula 
 
In the Landauer Buttiker model [74], current flow is pictured as reservoir-to-
reservoir transport which would give rise to a continuous voltage drop within the 
conducting channel. Consider the diagram shown in Fig. 2.6 in which ideal 
conductor is connected to two leads on both sides. Leads are then connected to 
ideal electrodes called reservoirs.  
 
       
Fig 2.6 (a) Schematic illustration of a system used to derive Landauer Formula and (b) its 
energy diagram. The current through the system flows due to the difference in 
electrochemical potentials between the reservoirs. 
 
Assuming that the electron channel is one-dimensional (1D) and its energy is 
given by 2 2 / 2E k m∗= = , the density of electrons moving in positive direction can 
be written as  
Reservoir 1 Reservoir 2 Lead 1 Lead 2 Conductor 














+∂ =∂ =  (2.23) 
 
where electron density vx is given by x xm v k
∗ = = . Now, if T and R are the electron 
transmission and reflection coefficients through the channel, electron current 
through this system can be defined as: 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2x n eI e v T TE µ µ µ µπ+
∂= − − = − −∂ =  (2.24) 
 
The potential difference between the reservoir electrodes is given by 





2I e eG T T
V hπ= = ==  (2.25) 
 
If the reflectivity R is unity, the left-hand and right-hand conductors are 
equilibrated with electrodes 1 and 2, respectively, resulting in 1 2eV µ µ− = − . But 
if T is unity, 0eV− = . So, in general  
 
 ( )1 2eV R µ µ− = −  (2.26) 
 
Therefore the conductance of the system is written as: 
 





e T e TG
R Tπ π= = −= =  (2.27) 
 
This relation is called the Landauer formula for conductance. Following this work, 
Buttiker derived generalized expressions for the conductance of a system with two 
or more terminals and extended the Landauer formula to a system with multi-
terminals naming it as Buttiker-Landauer formula [75]. 
 
2.3.2 Quantization of Conductance 
 
The mechanism of ballistic electron transport through extremely short channels 
without suffering any scattering can be interpreted as an analogy to electron 
transport in a vacuum tube and has attracted semiconductor engineers from an 
aspect of developing new high-frequency devices [76]. Such a device should be 
interpreted with the help of Landauer formula. A typical example of mesoscopic 
phenomenon and most striking finding about the Landauer formula, is the 
quantization of conductance in 1D systems [72, 73]. The device structure is shown 
in Fig. 2.7, where the split-gate structure is formed on AlGaAs/GaAs and point 
contacts constrict the channel of the 2DEG. The electron current through the point 
contact structure shows quantized conductance in multiples of 22 /e h .  
 
When a voltage is applied to the split-gate, the electron channel is constricted due 
to the expansion of depletion region and electrons in a limited number of channel 
mode can pass through this constriction. 




Fig. 2.7 Split-gate structure used for the experiment to observe conductance quantization 
in a quasi-1D electron system. Gate electrodes G formed on the GaAlAs surface above 
the 2DEG constrict the electron channels between the point contacts. 
 
In the case where the effect of reflection can be neglected and the transmission 










= ∑  (2.28) 
 





≈  (2.29) 
 
A change in the applied voltage on the gates of the sample shown in Fig. 8.41 
results in a change in channels of electrons (modes), and the conductance is 
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2.4 Switching by spin-polarized current 
 
Switching of the magnetic layer using a spin-polarized current is becoming a topic 
of great interest among the researchers in the field of spintronics. The electric 
current flowing perpendicularly through a magnetic layer exerts a torque on the 




This idea was developed by Slonczewski [77] and Berger [78] and has later been 
followed up by various other groups [79-86]. The aim of all these works is to 
study how a spin-polarized current of sufficiently high density can be effectively 
used to transfer the spin-angular-momentum to the magnetization of the layer that 
has to be switched. This phenomenon is more commonly known as “spin-transfer”. 
Spin-transfer has also been implicated to explain the observation of spin-
precession for high-energy, spin-polarized electrons that traverse a magnetic thin 
film [87] and enhanced Gilbert damping in magnetic multilayers [88]. The 
underlying transport mechanism can be studied as either diffusive or ballistic. A 
more rigorous approach to consider both transport mechanisms self-consistently to 
explain the concept of spin-transfer has been taken by Ashya Shpiro et al. [86]. 
They have performed globally diffusive transport calculations considering the 
interfacial thin “spin-transfer-regions” ballistically. 
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Although experimental evidence of current induced magnetization switching 
(CIMS) has been demonstrated, a thorough theoretical understanding is still 
required to explain certain features of CIMS. For instance, at present no 
theoretical model can reproduce the asymmetric CIMS switching fields observed 
by passing current in both directions. A recent Nature article [89] by a Japanese 
group headed by H. Ohno has shown current-induced domain-wall switching in a 
FM SC structure with current densities below 105 A/cm2. However, this is 
achieved at a low temperature, which is impractical for device operation at room 
temperature. Urazhdin et al. has also performed some experiments using 
Co/Cu/Co nanopillars to demonstrate CIMS [90, 91]. His group has shown that 
CIMS direction can be reversed (i.e. changing signs of current for P and AP 
transitions) by changing the net anisotropy of F1 layer by doping it with Cr [92]. 
Similarly they also observe inverse MR effect meaning higher resistance in the 
parallel configuration. In another work, an expression for switching current using 
“effective magnetic temperature, Tm” has been derived [93]. For a given H, Tm is 
the temperature at which switching occurs. The transport model described is 
quasi-ballistic. It does not use the precession concept as used in the spin-torque 
model of Zhang and Levy [79] and the results are explained using electron-
magnon scattering. Another theory of current-driven magnetization reversal has 
been shown by Elliott et al. [94] considering a magnetic subsystem using the 
energy minimum principle. They have considered anisotropy, Zeeman and s-d 
exchange energies in their calculations. They explain that the non-equilibrium 
spins in the free layer interact with the lattice magnetic moment due the s-d 
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exchange field, which is current dependent and above a certain current density 
threshold, this interaction leads to switching.  
 
2.4.2 Spin Dynamics and Precession  
 
When the magnetization of the layer (Md) and spin-accumulation (m) are not 
parallel to each other, spin accumulation starts precessing around the local 
magnetization vector M due to s-d exchange interaction. Following the model 
described by Zhang and Levy [79], this interaction can be described by the 
equation of motion for the spin accumulation: 
 
 ( )/ d
sf
d J
dt τ+ × = −
m mm M=  (2.30) 
 
Here ( )/h J  is the characteristic time scale for the motion of the transverse 
component of spin-accumulation and sfτ is the spin-flip relaxation time. Eq. (2.30) 
describes the dynamics of spin-accumulation and its precession about Md which is 
the net magnetization of the local moments of the magnetic layer. The dynamics 
of local magnetization can be described by the well-known Landau-Lifshitz-
Gilbert (LLG) equation as: 
 
 ( )0d dd e dd dJdt dtγ α= − × + + ×
M MM H m M  (2.31) 
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Here 0γ  is the gyromagnetic ratio, He is the magnetic field which includes 
contributions from anisotropy, magnetostatic and external fields, Jm is the 
additional effective field due to coupling between the local moment and the spin-
accumulation, and last term which involves a vector product is the Gilbert 
damping term. Solving the coupled differential equations (2.30) and (2.31), the 
entire spin-dynamics of the structure can be obtained. The time scales for spin-
accumulation and local moments are of the order of  sfτ  and ( )/h J  i.e. 
picoseconds and nanoseconds respectively. So, while solving for Md, one can treat 
spin-accumulation in terms of long times and can set / 0dm dt =  in Eq. (2.30) 
with Md fixed.  
 
To show the effects of longitudinal and transverse spin-accumulations, Zhang and 
Levy split the equation of motion of spin-accumulation into two different 
equations by separating out the components parallel and perpendicular to the local 
moments. By doing so, they found two extra terms emerge in equation of motion 
for local moments that describe the torques. One of them is due to effective field 
and other is termed as “spin-torque”. The physics behind the origin of spin-torque 
has been well explained by Stiles and Zangwill [80, 84]. The idea is that when 
conduction electron spins enter the second ferromagnetic layer of F/N/F structure, 
they start precessing around the magnetization vector and exerts a torque on the 
local moments of the ferromagnetic layer. The magnitude of this torque can be 
determined by calculating the net spin angular momentum transfered from the 
conduction electron spin to the magnetization of the ferromagnetic layer. Focusing 
on the second interface of the F/N/F hybrid structure, using a ballistic model, they 
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have calculated incident, reflection and transmission amplitudes of spin-current in 
all the directions for each spin. Finally, they found that transverse spin-current is 
almost completely “absorbed” within a few lattice constants of the interface and 
none or very little is transmitted. As a result, the “spin-transfer-torque” is very 





Spin-dependent effects in ferromagnet-
semiconductor-ferromagnet trilayer 
 
For the practical implementation of any spintronics device, it is necessary to study 
the spin-dependent effects in semiconductors. In this chapter, a model to study the 
spin-dependent effects in ferromagnet-semiconductor-ferromagnet trilayer has 
been presented which takes into account the effects of interface resistance which 
is due to the presence of tunnel-barrier at the interfaces. Spin-injection efficiency 
and magnetoresistance are analyzed in detail and ways have been suggested to 





Recently, as a result of advances in materials and characterization, some degree of 
control in spin manipulation of conduction electron in semiconductors has been 
demonstrated [ 95 ]. The most well-known prototypical spintronics device as 
discussed in chapter 1 is the spin transistor [51] proposed by Datta and Das, which 
is yet to be realized experimentally. One of the main obstacles to its practical 
implementation is the difficulty of generating a spin-polarized current. Although 
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high spin-injection efficiency has been achieved from a ferromagnetic (FM) metal 
into a paramagnetic metal [7, 43], spin-injection from a FM metal into a 
semiconductor (SC) remains a challenging task [14]. Electrical spin injection of 
electrons across a FM-SC interface is based on the principle that conduction 
electrons are highly spin-polarized in the FM layer, due to the difference in the 
density-of-states (DOS) of the majority and minority spin carriers. However, 
direct injection across FM-SC interfaces yields an injection efficiency η of 1% or 
even less, [17, 20] which is far smaller than the spin-polarization ratio in the bulk 
FM contacts. The fundamental reason for this low efficiency is the FM-SC 
conductivity mismatch, since the high SC resistivity negates the spin-dependent 
effect of FM metal resistivity. Schmidt et al. [21] showed theoretically that the 
injection efficiency ( )/ 1SC FMη σ σ∝  , where SCσ  ( FMσ ) are the conductivities 
of the SC (FM) material.  
 
In this work, the spin-dependent drift-diffusion equation has been applied to 
model the spin-injection process in a FM-SC-FM trilayer structure. This drift-
diffusion model was first applied to spin injection between a FM metal and 
nonmagnetic (NM) metal by van Son et al. [64], who showed that spin-polarized 
current from the FM metal, causes a split in the electrochemical potential 
difference between the majority/minority spin carriers, and generates a spin-
polarization of current within the NM metal. This model was later extended to 
include the effects of interfacial resistance (RI) [96] for a FM-NM junction. It is 
necessary to repeat the calculations for the more realistic case of a FM-SC-FM 
trilayer structure with a finite SC width. Schmidt et al. [21] has considered such a 
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trilayer system, but has neglected the crucial effects of spin-dependent RI at the 
FM-SC boundaries, and spin depolarization of carriers within the nondegenerate 
SC region.  
 
RI is a vital requirement for efficient spin injection and magnetoresistive effect in 
FM-SC junctions. Without RI, Schmidt’s analysis [21] has shown that appreciable 
η is only possible with virtually half-metallic FM contacts (i.e. with spin-
polarization Pc  > 99%). This is extremely difficult to achieve since even 
nominally “half-metallic” materials like Heusler alloys [97] or Fe3O4 has a bulk Pc 
≈  70% [98] while that of CrO2 reaches the almost ideal value of 96% only at 
extremely low temperatures [99]. A possible alternative lies in using diluted 
magnetic semiconductors (DMS) instead of FM metals as spin injectors [100]. 
However, the highest reliable Tc of a DMS (GaMnAs) ≈  160 K [101] still falls 
short of room temperature. By contrast, the incorporation of RI either by means of 
a tunnel barrier as proposed by Rashba [22] and Heersche et al. [61], or by a 
Schottky contact at the FM-SC interface, has yielded promising results. Recent 
experimental demonstrations of spin injection using tunnel [23] or Schottky [24] 
barriers have yielded much higher spin polarization ratios than direct injection 
methods. The spin dependence of RI arises from a combination of spin-differential 
DOS and transmission probability through the tunnel or Schottky barriers. 
 
In the following section, a brief description of the tunnel barrier has been given at 
the ferromagnet-semiconductor interface. Then, the drift-diffusion equations in a 
FM-SC-FM trilayer structure are introduced. The resulting differential equation in 
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the electrochemical potential ,µ↑ ↓  is solved taking into account the discontinuity 
,µ↑ ↓∆  at the FM-SC interfaces due to RI. With this the spin-polarization of current, 
P(x) as a function of position, and hence the spin injection efficiency η at the FM-
SC boundary can be obtained. In Section 3.4, the variation of ,µ↑ ↓  and P(x) as a 
function of the magnitude of RI and FM contact conductivity has been discussed, 
for both parallel and anti-parallel magnetization alignment of the FM contacts. 
The effect of RI on the MR ratio has also been analyzed, which is defined as the 
fractional change in resistance due to a switch in the magnetization alignment of 
the FM contacts. In section 3.5, a brief discussion has been given of the main 
results and practical means of achieving high spin injection efficiency and MR 
ratio by utilizing RI at the FM-SC interfaces. 
 
 
3.2 Tunnel-Barrier at FM-SC interface 
 
The analysis of FM-SC-FM trilayer structure is based on the finite interface 
resistance which is due to a tunnel barrier at the ferromagnet-semiconductor 
interface.  
                              
Fig 3.1 A Schottky barrier at the Metal-Semiconductor interface. 
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A Schottky barrier like the one shown above provides a natural tunnel-barrier 
between a metal contact and a semiconductor. Injection of electrons from metal to 
semiconductor occurs under reverse-bias but is usually very low due to a wide 
(~1000Å) depletion region in the semiconductor. The use of thin, heavily doped 
surface region in the Fe/AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures reduces the depletion 
width as well as the effective barrier height, significantly enhancing the 
probability of tunneling [102]. If the metal used is a ferromagnetic metal which 
has spin-differential density of states at Fermi-level, transmission through this 
tunnel barrier can be spin-dependent. So, while analyzing this tunnel-barrier in 
terms of effective interfacial resistance offered to the injected electrons, this 
resistance could be different for majority and minority spin-carriers. Hanbicki et 
al. [24] have obtained electron spin-polarizations of 32% using the reverse-biased 
Fe/AlGaAs Schottky contact and have shown that tunneling is the dominant 
transport mechanism. In the model described in the next section for FM-SC-FM 
trilayer structure, the effect of tunnel-barrier at both interfaces has been 
approximated by a finite value of RI which is spin-dependent. In this work, spin-
injection efficiency and magnetoresistance ratio have been analyzed for different 
values of interfacial resistances. The RI values assumed are theoretical estimates to 
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3.3 Spin Injection Model 
 
The analysis of FM-SC-FM model which takes into account the interfacial 
resistances at both interfaces is based on the drift-diffusion transport model. This 
model consists of a diffusion equation of the electrochemical potentials, and 







µ µ µ µµ
λ
↑ ↓ ↑ ↓∂ − −∂ ∆ = =∂ ∂  (3.1) 






↑ ↓ ↑ ↓
↑ ↓
∂
=∂  (3.2) 
 
Here λ  is the spin-diffusion length, which is the decay length of the split µ∆  
between spin-up and spin-down electrochemical potentials, ( )j↑ ↓  and ( )σ↑ ↓  are the 
current densities and conductivities for the two spin directions, and e  is the 
magnitude of electronic charge. In the FM region far from the interfaces located at 
0x =  and x w=  (w being the SC layer width), µ∆  tends to zero, but near the 
interfaces, an appreciable spin-splitting occurs. The SC width w must be smaller 
than λ, so that the spin-split µ∆  is sustained throughout the layer. This is easily 
achieved in practice because the spin diffusion length of SC is several orders of 
magnitude larger than that in FM [34]. Lastly, no spin-flip scattering has been 
assumed at the interface so that both j↑  and j↓  are continuous across the 
interfaces. 
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In this model special focus has been given on the effects of interfacial resistance 
(RI). Taking the negative current direction to be from the left contact into the SC 
layer, the current flow across the 0x =  and x w=  interfaces are given by [64] 
 
 
( ) ( )0 ,
, ,




µ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓
↑ ↓
∆= =  (3.3) 
 
where ( ) ( )0 ,,
wµ↑ ↓∆  represents the interfacial discontinuity in electrochemical 
potentials of spin-up and down electrons at the two interfaces, and ,G↑ ↓  is the 
respective interfacial conductance. β  is defined as the fraction of spin-up current 
to the total current, i.e. j jβ↑ =  and ( )1j jβ↓ = −  where j  is the total current 
density. Similarly α  is defined as a measure of the spin dependence of 
conductance, i.e. σ ασ↑ =  and ( )1σ α σ↓ = −  . Note that j is continuous across 
the interface, while α  is discontinuous due to a change of material composition at 
the interface. As the electron density is high in the FM contact region, its 
conductance cα  can be taken to be a constant while in the SC layer sα  is given by 
the ratio of spin-up carrier to the total carrier population. Applying nondegenerate 
statistics for the carrier density, sα  can be given as: 
 
 ( ) /
1
1
s kTe µ µ
α
↑ ↓− −
= +  (3.4) 
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Please refer to Appendix A for the derivation of this equation. The solutions of Eq. 
(3.1) can be written as: 
 
                               /( )
L
cxAe λµ µ↑ ↓− = ,                       x < 0 (3.5) 
 / ( ) /( ) s sx w xBe Ceλ λµ µ − − −↑ ↓− = + ,   0 < x < w (3.6) 
                               ( ) /( )
R
cx wDe λµ µ − −↑ ↓− = ,                 x > w (3.7) 
 
Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.3), when applied at the two interfaces then serve as 8 
boundary conditions, which completely determine the values of the four 
coefficients A, B, C and D in Eqs. (3.5) to (3.7), as well as the values of ,L Rsα  and 
,L Rβ  at the left (L) and right (R) interfaces. For the derivation of these quantities, 
please refer to Appendix B. Once these interfacial quantities are known, the 
position dependence of ( )xβ  throughout the structure is then given by, 
 




λβ α= + ,                                  x < 0 (3.8) 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( )//1 ss w xxs
s
x x Be Ce
R
λλβ α − −−= + − + ,      0 < x < w (3.9) 




λβ α − −= − ,                           x > w (3.10) 
where 
                        ( )
,
( ),
( ) , , ,
( ) ( ) ( )1
L R
c sL R
c s L R L R L R
c s c s c s
R
λ
α σ α= −  (3.11) 
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The spin polarization is then defined as ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 1P x j j j j xβ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ ⎡ ⎤= − + = −⎣ ⎦  
and similarly the bulk spin polarization of the contacts is given by ( )2 1c cP α= − . 
The spin injection efficiency η is taken to be the spin-polarization P(0) at the left 
interface. Deep in FM contacts (i.e. away from the interfaces), the spin-
polarization P(x) approaches the bulk contact polarization Pc. Note that the ansatz 
in Eqs. (3.5) to (3.7) considers only the split in the electrochemical potentials. To 
calculate the MR ratio, the individual electrochemical potentials have to be 
evaluated across the structure. This is done by substituting ( )xβ  of Eqs. (3.8) to 
(3.10) into ( )j↑ ↓  of Eq. (3.2), and then integrating over the 3 regions to obtain 
 
            ( ) ( ) ( )( )1 /1 1LcxLcL
c
ejxx A e λµ ασ↑ = + − − ,                                        x < 0 (3.12) 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
2 / /
0











w x w x
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ejx Bx B e x e dx
CCe e e x e dx
λ λ







= + − +
+ − − + ∆
∫
∫
, 0 < x < w (3.13) 
           
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )

















−= + − − +
+ ∆
,                 x > w (3.14) 
 
Here ( )0µ↑∆  and ( )wµ↑∆  are the electrochemical potentials discontinuities at the two 
interfaces as stated in Eq. (3). The corresponding electrochemical potentials for 
the spin-down electrons can be obtained in a similar way. For complete derivation 
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of Eqs. (3.12) to (3.14), please refer to Appendix B. In the following sections the 
numerical results obtained from our model are analyzed in detail. 
 
 
3.4 Spin-Polarization in FM-SC-FM trilayer 
 
Electron spins are naturally polarized in the ferromagnetic region of the trilayer 
because of the difference in the density of states of up and down spin-electrons. 
However, in the semiconductor region, the density of states for up as well as down 
spin-electrons is identical, thus the net spin-polarization is zero at thermal 
equilibrium. In order to achieve spin-polarization within the semiconductor, the 
system must be driven out of this equilibrium by passing an electric current from 
ferromagnet into semiconductor. After passing through the ferromagnet, the 
electric current will become spin-polarized and thus can inject spin-polarized 
electrons into the semiconductor. Since the ferromagnetic contact is naturally 
spin-polarized, it does not require the splitting of electrochemical potentials 
whereas the same is required in the semiconductor in order to have spin-
polarization.  
 
The electrical conductivity of ferromagnetic contact is typically 5 to 6 times 
higher than that of the semiconductor. Also the spin-diffusion length is 
comparatively shorter in the contact. Due to these reasons, it is difficult to destroy 
the thermal equilibrium of the semiconductor region with physically possible 
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current-density values. This means that strong electrical spin-injection of electrons 
is difficult to achieve for transparent FM-SC interfaces i.e. when the interfacial 
resistances are close to zero. If the interface-resistance is large, electrons on two 
sides of contact are not in good thermal contact with each other and hence, an 
electrical current of typical value can inject spin-polarized electrons from 
ferromagnet into the semiconductor. The measure of spin-polarization is 
determined by the ratio of electrochemical potential gradients of the two spin-
types. Thus it becomes important to study the spin-dependent effects in these 
structures in the presence of finite spin-dependent interfacial resistances.  
 
In the following sub-sections, the numerical results of the FM-SC-FM spin-
injection model will be discussed both for the parallel as well as anti-parallel 
alignment of the contacts. An analysis on spin-asymmetry of the interfacial 
resistances has also been discussed.     
 
3.4.1 Parallel Configuration 
 
A symmetric trilayer system with identical left and right FM contact resistivities 
and identical interface resistance for both FM-SC interfaces has been assumed. 
The position dependence of spin-polarizations is analyzed for the parallel 
alignment of the ferromagnetic contacts for zero as well as finite interfacial 
resistances. 
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Typical parameter values are chosen: j = 1 A/cm2, w = 100 nm, bulk polarization 
of FM contacts Pc = 80%, i.e. 0.9L Rc cα α= = , spin diffusion lengths λFM = 100 nm 
and λSC = 1µm in the contact and SC regions respectively, and SC resistivity ρSC = 
1 Ω−cm. An interval of 1nm has been chosen for all position-dependent figures. 
Different markers have been chosen to differentiate the curves in same figure. 
 
 
Fig 3.2 Position dependence of spin-polarization of current for different values of bulk 
contact resistivities in parallel configuration with zero RI. 
 
In Fig. 3.2, the position dependence of spin-polarization of carriers is plotted for 
the case of zero RI ( ,1/ 0G↑ ↓ = ) and a range of FM contact resistivity values of ρC 
= 10-4 to 10-1 Ω-cm. It can be seen that as the bulk contact resistivity values comes 
closer to the semiconductor resistivity ρSC of 1 Ω−cm, the spin-polarization 
increases. This means, lower the conductivity mismatch between the 
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efficiency (the value of spin-polarization at x = 0). Negligible spin polarization P 
is obtained within the SC layer for a contact with a typical metallic resistivity of 
10-4 Ω-cm, which is similar to Schmidt’s results [21]. Appreciable P occurs only 
for FM contact resistivity larger than 10−2 ρSC. Even for the lowest conductivity 
mismatch considered i.e. for ρC = 10-1 Ω-cm, spin-polarization is close to 30% 
which is still less as far as the practical implementation of the devices is 
considered. The value of P is relatively constant within the SC layer due to the 
long spin diffusion length λSC compared to the SC layer width w. 
 
 
Fig 3.3 Position dependence of electrochemical potentials for zero RI at ρC = 10-2 Ω-cm. 
 
The corresponding electrochemical potentials ,µ↑ ↓  for zero interfacial resistance 
are plotted in the Fig. 3.3 for ρC = 10-2 Ω-cm. It can be seen in Fig. 3.3, that there 
is a small difference in the electrochemical potential gradients within the SC, and 
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Next, the above results are analyzed in the presence of finite interfacial resistances. 
Fig. 3.4 plots the dependence of the spin polarization P on the magnitude of the 
interfacial resistance (RI). The spin-dependence of RI is such that RI for spin-up (↑) 
carriers is set at 0.1 times RI for spin-down (↓) carriers (at both FM-SC interfaces).  
The magnitude of RI (↓) is varied from 10-7 Ω−cm2 to 10-4 Ω−cm2, while the bulk 
contact resistivity is fixed at the typical metallic value of 10-4 Ω−cm. All other 
parameter values are the same as those used to obtain the results of Fig. 3.2. 
 
 
Fig 3.4 Position dependence of spin-polarization for different values of RI (↓) in the 
parallel configuration. 
 
It can be seen from Fig. 3.4 that there is a significant rise in P within the SC layer 
with an increase in the RI beyond 10-5 Ω−cm2. To explain this threshold value, it 
can be noted that the ratio of the resistances due to RI to that due to the bulk 
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Ω − Ω −⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦= =Ω − Ω −  (3.15) 
 
where width of SC layer w = 100 nm = 10−5 cm. Since we assume ρSC = 1 Ω−cm, 
therefore the interfacial resistance RI will become comparable to that of RSC when 
RI ≈ 10−5 Ω−cm2. For the highest value of RI considered here (i.e. 10-4 Ω−cm2, but 
still about an order of magnitude less than that in experimental devices [23]), the 
value of P  in the SC layer rises further to almost 70%. Since P is fairly constant 
throughout the SC layer, we also obtain a high spin-injection efficiency η which is 
the spin-polarization at the left interface [P(0)]. 
 
 
Fig 3.5 Position dependence of electrochemical for RI (↓) = 10-4 Ω-cm2. 
 
 From the perspective of the electrochemical potential ,µ↑ ↓  [Fig. 3.5], a large RI 
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within the SC layer, which contrasts markedly with that of Fig. 3.3. These result in 
a much higher polarization P within the SC layer (~30% compared with < 1% of 
Fig. 3.2).  
 
To compare our model with available experimental data, an RI value of 1.6x10-3 
Ω−cm2 is considered. This is similar to the overall resistance of the FM-SC spin 
injector device of Motsnyi et al. [23], which incorporates a tunnel barrier at the 
FM-SC interface. By assuming a spin asymmetry ratio of 1:2.5 in the RI value for 
spin-up/down carriers (n.b. experimental data for spin asymmetry is lacking), our 
model yields a spin-injection efficiency of 43%, which is comparable with the 
40% value of the Motsnyi device. Similar spin polarization ratio of 32% has also 
been observed in a reverse-biased Fe/AlGaAs Schottky junction by Hanbicki et al. 
[24]. These experimental results indicate that tunneling is the dominant transport 
mechanism at a metal-SC interface, which means that RI plays a crucial role in 
achieving appreciable spin polarization. 
 
3.4.2 Analysis of Spin Asymmetry 
 
In this section, the effect of varying spin-asymmetry between the interface 
resistances of two spin-types has been analyzed.  
 
In the above analysis of spin-injection efficiency in parallel configuration, the 
effect of increasing interface resistances of both spin-types keeping their relative 
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ratio constant at 1:10 has been shown. With increasing values of interface 
resistances, higher values of spin-polarization within the semiconductor region 
can be achieved. Using spin asymmetry ratio of 1:10, very high values of spin-
injection efficiencies going up to 70% for RI (↓) = 10-4 Ω-cm2 have been obtained. 
However, spin-polarization still remains low at 4.3% and 0.5% for RI (↓) = 10-6 Ω-
cm2 and RI (↑)  = 10-7 Ω-cm2 respectively, keeping RI  (↑)  fixed at 0.1 RI (↓).  
 
 
Fig 3.6 Variation in the spin-split of electrochemical potentials for (a) RI  (↑) = 10-4 Ω-cm2, 
(b) RI  (↑) = 10-5 Ω-cm2, (c) RI  (↑) = 10-6 Ω-cm2 and (d) RI  (↑) = 10-7 Ω-cm2 while keeping 
RI  (↓) fixed at 10-4 Ω-cm2. 
 
In order to achieve an increase in these values, in this section, we study the effect 
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done by keeping the resistance of one spin channel fixed, while varying the 
resistance of other. In Fig. 3.6, the position dependence of electrochemical 
potentials has been shown for RI  (↑) of 10-4, 10-5, 10-6 and 10-7 Ω-cm2 while 
keeping RI  (↓) fixed at 10-7 Ω-cm2. It can be seen from Fig. 3.6 that as the value of 
RI  (↑) is decreased keeping RI  (↓)  fixed i.e. as spin-asymmetry is increased, the 
spin-split in electrochemical potentials of individual spin-types increases. From 
Eq. (3.2), this increase in spin-splitting gives the corresponding rise in spin-
injection efficiency as shown in Fig. 3.7.  
 
 
Fig 3.7 Spin-injection efficiency plotted on a log scale of RI  (↑) while keeping RI  (↓) 
fixed at 10-4 Ω-cm2. 
 
In Fig. 3.7, spin-injection efficiency (value of spin-polarization at the left 
interface) has been plotted as a function of increasing spin-asymmetry in the 
interfacial resistances. The values of 4, 5, 6 and 7 on the x-axis of this figure are 
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spin-splitting of electrochemical potentials is shown in Fig. 3.6. In Fig. 3.7, RI  (↓)  
is fixed at 10-4 Ω-cm2 and the value of RI  (↑)  is varied from 10-4 Ω-cm2 to 10-7 Ω-
cm2. It should be noted the x-axis of this graph actually shows the decreasing 
values of RI  (↓)  from left to right i.e. increasing spin-asymmetry because RI  (↑) is 
kept fixed. It can be seen that as the spin-asymmetry increases, as expected, spin-
injection efficiency also increases.  
 
Both, Fig. 3.4 as well as Fig. 3.7, show how the interfacial resistances can 
contribute to the spin-injection efficiency. The difference is that the former shows 
the effect of increasing the magnitude of spin-dependent interfacial resistances 
while the latter shows effect of increasing the difference between the resistances 
of individual spin-types. To compare the two, the value of RI  (↑) = 10-6 Ω-cm2 can 
be chosen. The value of spin-injection efficiency at this value of RI (↑) 
corresponds to the value of spin-polarization at x = 0 of the curve with square 
markers [RI (↑,↓) = (10-6,10-5) Ω-cm2] of Fig. 3.4. It can be seen from Fig. 3.4 that 
the spin-injection efficiency at this value of RI (↑) is close to 30%. However, if the 
asymmetry is increased by 10 orders of magnitude RI (↑,↓) = (10-6,10-4) Ω-cm2, the 
spin-injection efficiency rises substantially and comes close to 80%. This value 
can be seen in Fig. 3.7 in which RI  (↓) is kept  at 10-4 Ω-cm2 and RI  (↑) is varied 
on a logarithmic scale.  
 
 




Next, the spin-polarization for anti-parallel configuration of the FM contacts has 
been studied. Numerically, this is done by reversing the bulk polarization of the 
right FM contact, i.e. ( )1R Lc cα α= − , while keeping all other parameters the same 
as that used in the parallel configuration case of Fig. 3.4.  
 
 
Fig 3.8 Position dependence of spin polarization for different values of RI  (↓) in the anti-
parallel configuration. 
 
The position dependence of the spin-polarization P (plotted in Fig. 3.8) reflects 
the anti-symmetry of the FM magnetization. For the case of zero RI, there is zero 
spin polarization P across the entire SC layer, a result which is consistent with that 
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In the presence of RI, a spin-split occurs in the electrochemical potentials (Fig. 
3.9), similar to the parallel case. There are, however, two main differences: i) in 
the parallel case P is relatively constant across the width of the SC layer, but in 
the antiparallel case it decreases rapidly and reaches zero value mid-way across, 
i.e. x = w/2, before changing sign in the next half; ii) the spin polarization P is 
much less sensitive to the effect of RI in the antiparallel case, in which a high 
value of P is only obtained at RI ≥ 10−2 Ω−cm2 which is three orders of magnitude 
higher than for the parallel case. 
 
 
Fig 3.9 Position dependence of electrochemical potentials at RI  (↓)  = 10-3 Ω-cm2. 
 
Although, there is a large spin split in µ, this does not translate to a large P since 
the electrochemical potential gradient is similar for both spins [Fig. 3.9] .Thus, for 
the purpose of spin injection, the contact magnetization should be kept in the 
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In this section, the MR ratio of the trilayer structure is discussed which is defined 
as the fractional change in resistance which occurs when the contact 
magnetization switches from parallel (P) to anti-parallel (AP) alignment. A high 
MR ratio opens the possibility of using the structure as readback heads for 
magnetic hard disk drives and magnetic field sensors [103]. 
 
In calculating the MR ratio, the thickness of the FM contacts are taken to be equal 
to their spin-diffusion length, since the spin-dependence of current in the FM 
contacts primarily occurs within this length-scale from the FM-SC interface. The 
two-current model used by Schmidt et al. [21] in calculating the MR ratio is no 
longer applicable to this case since there is coupling between the two spin currents 
within the SC as a result of the finite spin diffusion length of the SC material.  
 
In the analysis of Section II, a constant current source j has been assumed across 












∆ − ∆−∆ = = ∆  (3.16) 
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where ( ) ( ), , ,0 0 0P AP P AP P APFM FMx x wµ µ λ µ λ∆ = = − − = + . Here 0µ  is the spin-
independent component of the electrochemical potential, which is related to the 
measured voltage drop across the device. To obtain 0µ , the linear ohmic part from 
the expressions for either ( )xµ↑  [Eqs. (3.12) to (3.14)] or ( )xµ↓ can be extracted. 
 
 
Fig 3.10 MR ratio as a function of bulk contact polarization, ( )C 2 1cP α= −  for various 
values of spin-down RI  (↓). Spin-up RI  (↑)  is set at 0.1 RI  (↓). 
 
Fig. 3.10 plots the MR ratio as a function of the FM contacts’ spin polarization, 
for different RI values. With a contact polarization Pc of 80%, an appreciable MR 
ratio is only obtained for RI ≥ 10−5 Ω−cm2, which is comparable to the resistance 
of the SC layer [see Eq.(3.15)]. However the MR ratio is still low at 10%, and a 
much larger RI of 10−4 Ω−cm2 is required to raise MR to 50%. Experimentally, 
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the order of 10-3 Ω−cm2. The smaller experimental MR value compared to the 
model prediction may be explained by the lower spin-asymmetry of the RI in the 
practical device (less than the 10:1 ratio assumed in the calculations of parallel 
and anti-parallel configuration). Hence, there is a more stringent RI requirement to 
achieve significant MR compared to that required for high spin polarization of 
current within the SC layer. Additionally, the MR ratio is largely insensitive to an 
increase in the bulk polarization of contact for all values of RI considered, since 
the resistive components ρSC and RI dominate over ρC. It is only at extremely high 
Pc ≥ 98% that a steep increase in MR occurs up to ~ 90%. In summary, to achieve 
high MR ratio in a FM-SC-FM trilayer, either a) a highly spin-asymmetric RI with 
a large magnitude so that its resistive contribution far exceeds that of the SC layer, 
or b) a very high contact spin polarization which approaches ideal half-metallic 





A drift-diffusion model for a FM-SC-FM trilayer structure has been presented, 
which takes into account of the effects of interfacial resistance (RI) and spin 
relaxation within the SC and FM layers. Above calculations suggest that to 
overcome the conductivity mismatch and achieve appreciable spin polarization of 
current a large RI is required which is comparable to the SC layer resistance, and 
which is highly asymmetric with respect to the carrier spin direction. To achieve 
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an appreciable MR ratio in the device requires an even larger RI or a contact spin 
polarization of almost 100%. The practical implementation of these requirements 
will most probably involve a high polarization FM layer contacted to a SC layer, 
with a Schottky [54] or tunnel barrier at the FM-SC interface. Other alternative 
tunneling contacts include the use of STM tips in vacuum [104] and resonant 
double barriers [95]. The tunneling transport at the interface will result in a large 





Self-consistent treatment of diffusive and ballistic 
spin-transport in ferromagnet-semiconductor 
hybrid trilayer 
 
Spin-transport in the bulk of the semiconductor or ferromagnetic layer is generally 
treated as diffusive since the system size is larger than the mean free path. 
Whereas in the vicinity of interface, the mean free path, in general, is greater than 
the thickness of the barrier at the interface. Hence, the transport mechanism in the 
vicinity of the interface should be described as ballistic. In this chapter, a self-
consistent diffusive-ballistic approach to study the spin-injection due to the 
presence of delta potential barriers at the interface has been described. This 
scheme gives the value of interfacial resistances which are then used to determine 






As shown in the previous chapter, spin dependent interfacial resistance (RI) is 
crucial for achieving high spin injection efficiency from a ferromagnetic (FM) 
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metal into a semiconductor (SC). In this chapter, a self-consistent model of spin 
transport across interfacial resistances at the FM-SC junctions of a FM-SC-FM 
trilayer structure has been presented. The SC layer consists of a highly-doped n++ 
AlGaAs-GaAs 2DEG while the interfacial resistance at the FM-SC junction is 
modeled as delta potential (δ) barriers. The self-consistent scheme consists of a 
ballistic model of spin-dependent transmission across the δ-barriers to evaluate RI, 
and a drift-diffusion model to obtain the spin-split ∆µ in the electrochemical 
potentials. The RI values of the two junctions were found to be asymmetric despite 
the symmetry of the trilayer structure. This asymmetry arises from the finite 
biasing voltage which causes a difference in electrochemical potentials and spin-
accumulation at the two interfaces. The effect of RI on the spin-injection 
efficiency and magnetoresistance is studied over a range of δ-barrier heights. 
Significant spin-injection efficiency (> 50%) requires high δ-barrier heights 
approaching 1 eV. Even higher barrier heights are required to obtain equivalent 
magnetoresistive effect. 
 
The crucial element for the success of any spintronics device is the incorporation 
of interfacial barriers, e.g. tunnel or Schottky barriers between the FM and SC 
layers. Thus, the main focus of this article is to investigate the effect of the 
interfacial resistances (RI) at the FM-SC boundary on the spin injection efficiency 
and overall magnetoresistance of a FM-SC-FM trilayer. Our model is based on the 
spin-dependent drift-diffusion (DD) equation. Previously, van Son et al. [64] 
applied the DD equation in the case of a single FM-NM junction with a finite RI. 
Their calculations yield a split in the electrochemical potential µ for carriers of 
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minority and majority spin directions, as well as a discontinuity of the potentials 
∆µ at the interface due to RI. Subsequently, Schmidt et al. [21] applied the DD 
model to a trilayer structure. They found that in the absence of RI, the resultant 
spin injection efficiency η and magnetoresistance are heavily suppressed due to 
the conductivity mismatch between the metallic FM and the SC layers. This 
accounts for the low η of the device by Hammar et al. [17]. Rashba [22] proposed 
a solution to this problem, by incorporating a tunnel barrier. However, in Rashba’s 
model, the interfacial resistances are assigned arbitrary values, and these are taken 
to be identical for the left and right interfaces for a symmetric FM-NM-FM 
trilayer (i.e. identical FM material). Similar assumptions are also made by Yu and 
Flatte [105] in applying the DD model to a FM/NM/FM trilayer. 
 
In our model, these assumptions are removed, and instead the RI values are 
obtained self-consistently with the diffusive spin transport in the bulk FM and SC 
layers. The RI values are evaluated by considering ballistic tunneling transmission 
across δ-function potential barriers at the FM-SC interfaces. The incorporation of 
interfacial δ-barriers makes this model similar to that of Heershe et al. [61]. But 
the latter assumes fully ballistic transport through the structure and is limited to a 
single junction. Similarly, Tao et al. [106] have also done a fully ballistic analysis 
of spin transport in a FM/SC/FM double tunnel junction based on a quantum 
statistical approach. Their model does not take into account the diffusion equation 
and Ohm’s law, both of which describes the spin transport away from the 
interfacial zones. However in this chapter, a trilayer structure is considered in 
which the SC layer thickness w is assumed to be larger than the carrier mean free 
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path (MFP), although it is comparable to the spin diffusion length in the SC 
material. It is thus necessary to model charge transport in the SC layer away from 
the interfacial zones, in the diffusive regime. In this model, the overall spin 
current is determined self-consistently, taking into consideration the ballistic 
transmission through the interfacial δ-barriers and diffusive transport in the bulk 
of the SC and FM layers, away from the interfaces. The trilayer material consists 
of a highly-doped n++ AlGaAs-GaAs 2DEG (SC) layer sandwiched between two 
Fe (FM) layers.  
 
The δ-potential barriers at the two FM-SC interfaces are expressed as U[δ(x) 
+ δ(x−w)], with the barrier height U being spin-dependent, as was assumed by Yu 
et al. [105], and Smith et al. [96]. In fact, the quantitative description of tunneling 
at the FM-SC interface is rather complicated because the transport properties are 
strongly dependent on the potential barrier height and thickness, and are highly 
sensitive to interfacial roughness and impurity states within the barriers. As a first 
approximation, any type of electron scattering within the barriers has been ignored 
and purely ballistic transport has been assumed through them. It should be noted 
ballistic transport analysis applies only in the vicinity of the δ-potential barriers at 
the interfaces of the trilayer structure. The transport across rest of the bulk 
structure is governed by the DD model. 
 
 




For transport in the bulk FM and SC layers, the drift-diffusion model is considered, 
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where λ  is the spin-diffusion length and e  is the magnitude of electronic charge. 
Subscripts c and s refers to FM contact and 2DEG SC layer. ( )
,c sµ↑ ↓ , ( ),c sj↑ ↓  and 
( ),c sσ↑ ↓ are respectively the electrochemical potentials, current densities and 
conductivities for majority (minority) spin electrons, each of which are different in 
FM and SC 2DEG region. Eq. (4.1) is the diffusion equation which describes the 
relaxation of the spin-split ( )µ µ↑ ↓− , while Eqs. (4.2) and  (4.3) are Ohm’s law in 
FM and 2DEG regions respectively relating current flow to the potential gradient. 
In this model, the conduction in a highly-doped 2DEG is considered. In such a 
system, it is a good approximation to assume charge neutrality i.e. no charge 
accumulation. Such an approximation has been made by Zhang et al. [79] in their 
diffusive transport model where they have dropped the terms involving charge 
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accumulation. Furthermore, although the electrochemical potential and charge 
accumulation are related by the Poisson equation, it does not matter how the two 
are distributed as far as transport equations are concerned, according to Stiles and 
Zangwill [80]. Thus, there is a freedom in choosing the solution of Poisson’s 
equation and for simplicity a solution corresponding to zero charge accumulation 
has been chosen. Hence, instead of solving the diffusion equation and Poisson’s 
equation self-consistently, the diffusive spin transport can be modeled by solving 
the diffusion equation alone.  
 
The spin diffusion length in SC can be several orders of magnitude larger than that 
in FM [34]. In the FM layer away from the interfaces at 0x =  and at x = w, the 
spin-split ( )µ µ↑ ↓−  tends to 0, but as the potentials approach the interfaces, an 
appreciable spin-splitting occurs. In contrast to FM, the SC layer has the same 
density of states for up-spin and down-spin electrons, so spin-splitting in 
electrochemical potentials is required to achieve spin-polarization. No spin-flip 
scattering has been assumed at the interface so that j↑  and j↓  are continuous at 
the interfaces.  
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where , ,, . , /
L R L R
FMeqG G A↑ ↓ ↑ ↓=  is the equivalent interfacial conductance experienced by 
electrons as seen from FM side with units of Ω-1cm-2, FMA  is the cross-sectional 
area of ferromagnetic layer, and ,,
L RG↑ ↓  (in units of Ω
-1) is the reciprocal of the 
interfacial resistance obtained through Landauer’s formula (see Eq. (4.25) below). 
α  and β are the parameters which define the spin polarization of current and 
conductivity, respectively, i.e. j jβ↑ = , ( )1j jβ↓ = − ,  σ ασ↑ =  and 
( )1σ α σ↓ = − , where j  is the total current density. β  is continuous across the 
FM-SC interfaces, because no spin flip scattering has been assumed at the 
interfaces. As the electron density is high in the FM contact regions and is not 
much affected by spin accumulation, its conductivity cα  there can be taken to be 
constant. For the SC region, 2DEG is considered in which the Fermi-level lies in 
the conduction band. For such a highly-doped semiconductor in the metallic 
regime, to a first approximation, the change in the conductivity due to the 
electrochemical potential difference ( )µ µ↑ ↓−  can be neglected. Thus, based on 
this approximation, the conductivity in the SC is spin-independent and the 







= =+  (4.5) 
 
The solutions to Eq. (4.1) for the 3 regions can be written as 
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 /( ) cxAe λµ µ↑ ↓− =  , x < 0 (4.6) 
 / ( ) /( ) s sx w xBe Ceλ λµ µ − − −↑ ↓− = +  , 0 < x < w (4.7) 
 ( ) /( ) cx wDe λµ µ − −↑ ↓− = ,  x > w (4.8) 
 
To determine the coefficients A to D, Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) can be applied on both 
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 (4.10) 
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ej Dβ α
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⎡ ⎤− = −⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦
 (4.12) 
 
In the above equations, ,L Rβ  refer to the interfacial values of the spin polarization 
of current [i.e. ( )0Lβ β= , ( )R wβ β= ]. In FM contact, cj  and cσ  are expressed 
in conventional units of A/cm2 and Ω-1cm-1 respectively while in 2DEG sj  and 
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sσ  are expressed in A/cm and Ω-1 respectively, so that ( )/c cj σ  and ( )/s sj σ  
have the same units. The value of sσ  (see Table 1) is assumed to be comparable 
to that of Drichko et al.[107] Another set of relations between parameters A, B, C 
and D can be obtained by applying Eq. (4.4) at the left and right interfaces. The 
discontinuity in the potential for both spin orientations, i.e. µ↑∆  and µ↓∆  are 
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⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪+ − = − −⎜ ⎟⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭
 (4.14) 
 
at the left (L) and right (R) FM-SC interfaces. Thus there are 6 relations i.e. Eqs. 
(4.9) to (4.14), which determine all the four constants (A to D) in the expression 
for the electrochemical potential split, and the two interfacial values of ,L Rβ . 
Once the interfacial quantities are known, the position dependence of ( )xβ  
throughout the trilayer can be found by considering Eqs. (4.9), (4.10) and (4.12), 
but this time evaluated at an arbitrary position x. Substituting ( )xβ  in Eqs. (4.2) 
and (4.3), [i.e. ( )j x jβ↑ = ] and integrating, the spatial dependence of 
electrochemical potentials of both spin types, i.e. ( )xµ↑  and ( )xµ↓ can be 
obtained. From the solutions, the interfacial discontinuities in µ at the FM-SC 
interfaces can be obtained, i.e. 














































−∆ =  (4.18) 
 
Eqs. (4.15) to (4.18) follow directly from Eq. (4.4). Note that for the interfacial 
conductances ,,
L RG↑ ↓ , initial arbitrary values have been assumed. In actual fact, 
,
,
L RG↑ ↓  depends on the barrier height and profile at the FM-SC interfaces, as well as 
the potential discontinuity ,,
L Rµ↑ ↓∆  across the interfaces. Due to the dependence of 
,
,
L RG↑ ↓  on 
,
,
L Rµ↑ ↓∆ , a self-consistency loop is formed in which ,,L Rµ↑ ↓∆  of Eqs. (4.15) 
to (4.18), which are determined by the DD model, is fed into the ballistic model to 
evaluate ,,
L RG↑ ↓ .  
 
The ballistic tunneling model to evaluate ,,
L RG↑ ↓  is illustrated schematically in Fig. 
4.1. The potential µ is drawn only for the majority-spin and a similar one can be 
drawn for the minority-spin. For simplicity, the barrier profile is assumed to be 
delta-functions with spin-differential heights, i.e. ( ) ( ), ,L RU x U x wδ δ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓+ − . The 
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two FM-SC junctions are assumed to be symmetric, so that the barrier height is 
the same for both left and right interfaces i.e. , ,
L RU U↑ ↓ ↑ ↓= . Both FM layers are 
taken to be semi-infinite. EB is the shift in 2DEG Fermi level so as to align it with 




Fig 4.1 (a) Schematic (E, k) band-diagram of FM-2DEG-FM trilayer. In the FM contacts, 
the conduction band edge is shifted by h0 (molecular field) for the minority spin carriers 
Also shown are k1,2 and k3,4 which  are the wavevectors at x=0± and x=w±  respectively. 
 
(b) Position dependence of µ↑  for the three parts of the structure. Also shown are the 
discontinuities in µ↑  due to interfacial resistance. The hatched regions indicate the 
regions where the transport is considered ballistic i.e. only in the vicinity of interface. A 
similar diagram can also be drawn for µ↓ . Note that for simplicity the slope of the 
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The Fermi-wave vectors at x = 0± and x = w± can respectively be written as 
 
( )1, . .1
2
2 Fe n lFe Fm Ek
δµ∗ ↑
↑
+= =  
( )1, . . 01
2
2 Fe n lFe Fm E hk
δµ∗ ↓
↓
+ −= =  (4.19) 
 
( )0 2, . .2
2
2 Fe n lGaAs F Bm E Ek
µ δµ∗ ↑ ↑
↑
+ ∆ + −= =  
( )0 2, . .2
2
2 Fe n lGaAs F Bm E Ek
µ δµ∗ ↓ ↓
↓
+ ∆ + −= =  (4.20) 
 
( )3, . .3
2
2 GaAs n lGaAs Fm Ek
δµ∗ ↑
↑
+= =  
( )3, . .3
2
2 GaAs n lGaAs Fm Ek
δµ∗ ↓
↑
+= =  (4.21) 
 
( )4, . .4
2
2 Fe w n lFe Fm Ek
µ δµ∗ ↑ ↑
↑
+ ∆ += =  
( )4, . .04
2
2 Fe w n lFe Fm E hk
µ δµ∗ ↓ ↓
↓
− + ∆ += =  (4.22) 
 
Here . .,
n lδµ↑ ↓  represents the non-linear (non-ohmic) part of electrochemical potential 
µ  in the vicinity of both interfaces, due to spin accumulation. By flux and 
wavefunction matching at the interfaces, the transmission coefficients across the 





, , , ,
, , , ,
2
2 /
L GaAs L Fe
L
L Fe L Fe L GaAs L
v v
T
v v v U t iδ
↑ ↓ ↑ ↓
↑ ↓
↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓




, , , ,
, , , ,
2
2 /
R Fe R GaAs
R
R GaAs R GaAs R Fe R
v v
T
v v v U t iδ
↑ ↓ ↑ ↓
↑ ↓
↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓
= + − =  (4.24) 
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↑ ↓ ↑ ↓= =  and ( ) ( )2 3, , /L R GaAs GaAsv k m∗↑ ↓ ↑ ↓= = . Velocities instead of k-
vectors are used in the expressions for ,,
L RT↑ ↓  to simplify the expressions. tδ  is the 
thickness of the tunnel barrier which is taken to be thin (1 nm) in order to achieve 
good spin-tunneling properties [108, 109, 110]. The prefactors , ,, ,/
L GaAs L Fev v↑ ↓ ↑ ↓  and 
, ,
, ,/
R Fe R GaAsv v↑ ↓ ↑ ↓  of Eqs. (4.23) and (4.24), respectively, ensure flux continuity across 







1 L R L R
L R
eG T
R h↑ ↓ ↑ ↓↑ ↓
= =  nm (4.25) 
 
The above is obtained from Landauer’s formula, where nm is the number of 
transverse modes. To simplify self-consistent determination of interface resistance, 
above analysis is restricted to one transverse conductance mode only (nm = 1).  
This may be achieved e.g. by constricting the FM-SC interface to a narrow 
channel, so that it acts as a mode filter, and allows only one transverse mode to 
pass through.  
 
A self-consistency loop linking ,,
L RG↑ ↓  on 
,
,
L Rµ↑ ↓∆  can be formed by considering the 
DD results of Eqs. (4.15) to (4.18), and the ballistic model results of Eqs. (4.19) to 
(4.24). The self-consistency loop is terminated when the values of ,,
L RG↑ ↓  has 
converged to better than 0.1% accuracy. Table 1 lists all the parameter values 
assumed in the numerical calculations. 




jc , current density in the FM region 1 A/cm2 
σc , FM contact conductivity  106 mho/cm  
AFM , cross-sectional area of FM contact 200 nm x 200 nm (in yz plane) 
js , current density in the 2DEG region jc x 200 nm = 2 x 10-5 A/cm 
σs , 2DEG conductivity 5.55 x 10-6 mho  
m*(GaAs), effective mass of 2DEG GaAs 0.067 me (me = 9.1 x 10-31 kg) 
m*(Fe), effective mass of Fe 1 me 
λs , SC spin-diffusion length 1 µm 
λc , contact spin-diffusion length 100 nm 
αcL = αcR , contact polarization parameter 0.7 
tδ , barrier thickness 1 nm 
EF (Fe), Fermi level of Fe 11.10 eV 
EF (GaAs), Fermi level of GaAs 2DEG 3.5 meV 
h0, molecular field 0.25 eV 
EB, diff in Fermi levels of FM and 2DEG EF (Fe) – EF (2 DEG) 
w, 2DEG layer width 100 nm 
h, Planck’s constant 6.6 x 10-34 Js 
 
Table 1: Parameter Values 
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4.3 Interfacial resistance and analysis of tunnel barriers 
 
Interfacial resistance is a vital requirement for efficient spin-injection and 
magnetoresistive effect in hybrid trilayer structures [111]. In this section, the 
interfacial resistances at both the interfaces of the hybrid structure have been 
analyzed. Also, the effect of changing barrier heights over spin-injection 
efficiency and magnetoresistance has been studied. 
 
4.3.1 Asymmetry of interfacial resistances 
 
Firstly, the interfacial resistances at the left and right interface have been analyzed 
in our structure and it was found that the two are asymmetric with respect to each 
other. To explain this, it can be noted from Eqs. (4.23) and (4.24), that the 
transmission probability T depends on the respective k-vectors at the FM and SC 
sides of the interface. These are given by Eqs. (4.19) to (4.22), from which it can 
be inferred that the asymmetry in T is due to i) the interfacial discontinuity in 
electrochemical potential ,( )
L Rµ↑ ↓∆ , and ii) the non-linear part of electrochemical 
potentials . .,
n lδµ↑ ↓  which corresponds to spin-accumulation. Both these effects arise 
when a finite current flows across the structure (i.e. when a finite bias voltage is 
applied). The discontinuity in electrochemical potentials at the two interfaces 
,
,
L Rµ↑ ↓∆  is caused by the presence of interfacial resistances and has been obtained 
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self-consistently in our model. The percentage asymmetry sA , in interfacial 






⎛ ⎞= − ×⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 (4.26) 
 
RL and RR are the mean values of interfacial resistances experienced by up and 
down spin electrons, and are expressed as resistance-area products (i.e. in terms of 
1/Geq.).  
 
Fig 4.2 Plot of asymmetry sA  [as defined in Eq. 4.26] in interfacial resistance as a 
function of current density j. 
 
In Fig. 4.2, the asymmetry sA  has been plotted as a function of bias current 
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in interfacial resistances increases from almost 0 to over 30%. This figure 
illustrates that the degree of asymmetry sA  is determined by the applied bias 
voltage and hence current density across the tunneling barriers, which in turn 
determines the size of the discontinuity in the electrochemical potential and spin 
accumulation at the two interfaces. Both of these contribute to the observed 
asymmetry. It can also be inferred that sA  changes sign (i.e. with RL being larger 
than RR) when the current direction is reversed.  
 
4.3.2 Effect of varying Fermi-level of 2DEG 
 
In Fig. 4.3, RL is plotted as the resistance-area product taking different values of 
2DEG GaAs Fermi levels at ( )U↑ ↓ = 500 (250) meV. 
 
 














2DEG Fermi-level (meV) 
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This figure shows that when as the doping density in the SC layer increases i.e. 
Fermi level is increased within the conduction band, the interface resistance 
decreases. This trend may be explained by examining Eq. (22) that as EF of 2DEG 
increases, TL increases and hence RL decreases (n.b. Fe GaAsF FE E ). A similar trend 
also applies to RR. The value of interfacial resistance RL at EF of 2DEG GaAs = 
3.5meV as obtained from our model is 55.66 10−× Ω-cm2. This value is about 2 
orders of magnitude higher than the value of interfacial resistance assumed by Yu 
and Flatte [105] and thus should improve the low (~0.01) spin-injection efficiency 
of their structure. 
 
4.3.2 Interfacial resistance and varying barrier heights 
 
It was found that spin-dependent tunnel barriers U at two interfaces helps in 
maintaining the ‘spin-asymmetry’ in RL as well as RR and thus contributes to spin-
polarization and magnetoresistance. At barrier heights of ,U↑ ↓  = 500 (250) meV, 
the spin polarization of RI at left and right interfaces 
( ) ,L RR R∆ = ( ) ( ), , , ,L R L R L R L RR R R R↓ ↑ ↓ ↑− +  is found to vary in a short range from 10 
to 15%,  and thus remains fairly constant with 2DEG Fermi level. To enhance this 
ratio and hence the spin injection efficiency, it is essential to study the effect of 
different barrier heights ,U↑ ↓  on the spin-asymmetry of RI.  
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Fig 4.4 RL for both spins versus increasing tunnel barrier strengths of U↓ barrier keeping 
/U U↑ ↓  fixed at 0.5. Dotted curve shows the spin-ratio /L LR R
↓ ↑ . 
 
In Fig. 4.4, .
LR↑ ↓  at left interface and the ratio ( )L LR R↓ ↑  are plotted for different U↑  
and U↓ , while keeping their relative ratio ( /U U↑ ↓ ) constant at 0.5, and EF of the 
2DEG fixed at 3.5 meV. The magnitude of both LR↑  and 
LR↓  increase with barrier 
height U, and more significantly, so does the spin-asymmetry in RL. The latter 
trend is due to the spin-asymmetry of U adding to that of the k-wavevectors [see 
Eqs. (4.23) and (4.24)], resulting in an increase in the overall spin-asymmetry of 
the transmission probability T and thus RL. The spin-ratio ( )L LR R↓ ↑  also shows an 
increase in the spin-asymmetry within RL which means that at higher-barrier 
heights, the interfacial resistances the spin-selectivity of barrier increases which 
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4.3.3 Spin-injection efficiency 
 
Next, the effect of varying barrier heights on the spin-injection efficiency in the 
structure has been analyzed.  
 
 
Fig 4.5 Spin-injection versus tunnel barrier strengths of U↓ barrier for different ratios of 
/U U↑ ↓  thus showing the effect of varying height and spin-asymmetry of tunnel barriers 
on the spin-injection efficiency. 
 
In Fig. 4.5, spin-injection efficiency has been plotted as a function of varying 
barrier heights keeping U↑ = 0.5U↓. It can be seen that there is a large increase in 
the spin-injection efficiency from < 1% at U↓ = 0.1 eV to about 25% at U↓ = 1 eV.  
This trend follows from the increasing spin-asymmetry of RL as seen from Fig. 4.3, 
which favors the preferential injection of spin-polarized electrons and also due to 
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4.3.4 Magnetoresistance (MR) 
 
In this section, the MR ratio of the trilayer structure has been discussed, i.e. the 
resistance change when the magnetization of the FM contacts switches from 
parallel (P) to anti-parallel (AP) alignment. In calculating the MR ratio, the 
thickness of the FM contacts are taken to be equal to their spin-diffusion length 
λsd, since the spin-dependence of current in the FM contacts primarily occurs 
within λsd from the FM-SC interface. Note that the two-current model, e.g. of 
Schmidt et al. [21] is not applicable to our case, since by assuming a finite spin 




In the present analysis, a constant current has been assumed across the device, so 












∆ − ∆−∆ = = ∆  (4.27) 
  
where ( ) ( ), , ,0 0 0P AP P AP P APFM FMx x wµ µ λ µ λ∆ = = − − = +  
 
Here, 0µ  is the linear spin-independent component of the electrochemical 
potential ( ), xµ↑ ↓ , which is solely due to the applied voltage drop across the 
device.  
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First the MR ratio in FM/SC/FM structures i.e. without the U barriers at the 
interface is analyzed. In the absence of any tunnel barrier at the interface, i.e. zero 
interfacial resistance, a negligible MR effect is obtained. It has been shown by 
Schmidt et al. [21] in their diffusive calculations that /R R∆  is less than 10-7 
without any interfacial tunnel-barrier. It is only at FM contact polarization αc close 
to 0.99 that MR approaches 0.1%, but this is still far too low for practical 
realization of any spintronics devices. Schmidt et al. have attributed such small 
MR values to the conductivity mismatch between FM and SC. Hence, to achieve 
high MR ratio in a FM-SC-FM trilayer, either a highly spin-asymmetric RI with a 
large magnitude so that its resistive contribution far exceeds that of the SC layer, 
or a very high contact spin polarization which approaches ideal half-metallic value 
of 100%, is required. Experimentally also, Motsnyi et al. [23].  have achieved 
large values of MR of about 28% only when they consider very large interfacial 
resistance of the order of 10-3 Ω-cm2.  
 
Next the case of a NM/SC/NM structure (where NM is a non-magnetic metal 
contact) is analyzed with spin-dependent tunnel barrier U at the NM-SC interface. 
The numerical results for this configuration are virtually identical to that of a 
FM/SC/FM structure, which will be presented later. This is because the overall 
spin transport is largely determined by the spin-filtering effects of the tunnel 
barriers and not the spin polarization of the contacts. Thus, there is very little 
difference in the spin injection efficiency and MR when the ferromagnetic 
contacts are exchanged with nonmagnetic ones. Numerically, the MR ratio for the 
case of nonmagnetic contacts ( )50%cα =  can be calculated to compare it with the 
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case of FM contacts ( )70%cα = , with a small tunnel barrier spin-asymmetry of 
0.9U U↑ ↓= . A difference in MR of the order of 0.1% when U↓ = 100meV was 
found. This difference is further reduced when i) a larger barrier height is used 
(e.g. for U↓ = 1eV, the difference is a negligible 10
-4 %) and ii) when the spin-
asymmetry of U  is increased. This is because both these factors will increase the 
dominance of the interfacial tunnel barriers over the contact polarization, in 
determining the overall spin transport.  
 
 
Fig 4.6 MR versus tunnel barrier strengths of U↓ barrier for different ratios of /U U↑ ↓  thus 
showing the effect of varying height and spin-asymmetry of tunnel barriers on the MR 
ratio. 
 
Finally, the MR effect in a FM/SC/FM structure with spin-dependent tunnel 
barriers at the interface is analyzed. As can be seen from Fig. 4.6, taking the EF of 
2DEG GaAs to be 3.5meV, and the barrier height U↓(↑) = 500 (250) meV, the MR 
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U. But increasing the barrier height to 1 eV, considering the largest spin-
asymmetry (i.e. 0.1U U↑ ↓= ) in Fig. 6, the MR ratio can go up to about 15%. To 
explain this, it can be noted that the resistance RL of 58.78 10−× Ω−cm2 at U↓ = 1 
eV with 0.1U U↑ ↓=  i.e. highest spin-asymmetry considered, is higher than 
61.81 10−× Ω−cm2 which is the resistance of 2DEG layer (taking the 2DEG 
resistivity to be 0.18 Ω−cm, corresponding to the doping of 1016 cm-3). To 
increase the MR ratio, the spin-dependent interfacial resistances should be 
comparable to the spin-independent resistance of the SC (2DEG) layer, as 
suggested by Rashba [22]. Earlier, it has been shown that the resistance RR 
associated with transmission from SC to FM layer, is larger than RL due to the 
asymmetry ( sA ). Above findings indicate that to enhance the MR ratio, it is more 
effective to focus on the magnitude and spin-asymmetry of the SC to FM 
interfacial resistance of the trilayer. 
 
 
4.4 Effect of changing parameters within SC 
 
In this section, transport characteristics such as the asymmetry in RI, spin-injection 
efficiency and magnetoresistance (MR) are calculated as a function of bulk 
conductivity σs and spin-diffusion length (SDL) within the SC layer. In general, a 
large σs tends to improve all three characteristics by reducing the conductivity 
mismatch between FM and SC, while a long SDL, improves the MR ratio but 
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reduces the spin-injection efficiency which has been explained in terms of spin 




In Fig. 4.7, asymmetry sA , spin-injection efficiency of the structure and 
magnetoresistance are plotted as a function of SC conductivity σs.  
 
 
Fig 4.7 (a) Asymmetry, (b) spin-injection efficiency and (c) magnetoresistance plotted as 
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The 2DEG conductivity σs is varied from 10-6 Ω-1 to 10-2 Ω-1, and this may be 
achieved in practice by increasing the doping density in the 2DEG. The SC spin-
diffusion length (SDL) is fixed at 1µm. It can be seen from Fig. 4.7(a) that there is 
an appreciable increase in As from 42% to 50% over the range of SC conductivity 
considered. To explain this, it can be noted that the dominant resistances in the 
device are that of the SC layer and interfacial resistance RI. As the conductivity of 
SC is increased, the contribution of its resistance becomes smaller, and thus the 
interfacial resistances will be the controlling factor of the overall spin-transport. 
Thus, the discontinuity in electrochemical potentials ,( )
L Rµ↑ ↓∆  as well as the spin 
accumulation  . .,
n lδµ↑ ↓  should be more prominent due to the more significant 
contribution of the interfacial resistances. Hence, the asymmetry As which arises 
due to these two factors, will be enhanced.  
 
It can also be observed from Figs. 4.7(b) and 4.7(c) that spin-injection efficiency 
and MR both initially increase with σs. This is because as σs increases, the 
conductivity mismatch between FM and SC reduces, which tends to suppress 
spin-injection efficiency as well as MR. However, a further increase in sσ  beyond 
10-3 Ω-1 causes a decrease in the spin-injection efficiency and MR. This is because 
as sσ  starts to approach cσ  of the FM contacts, the magnitude of the interfacial 
resistances begins to diminish. The decrease in MR is much faster than that of 
spin-injection efficiency due to the fact that MR in general varies as the square of 
spin-injection [see e.g. Ref. 21]. Thus, in summary it can be seen that the 
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conductivity of the SC layer plays a crucial role in determining the spin transport 
behavior in terms of spin-injection efficiency and MR of the device. 
 
4.4.2 Spin-diffusion length 
 




Fig 4.8 (a) Asymmetry, (b) spin-injection efficiency and (c) magnetoresistance plotted as 
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In Fig.4.8, the resistance asymmetry, spin injection efficiency and MR are plotted 
as a function of SDL within the 2DEG. The 2DEG conductivity has been kept 
fixed at sσ = 5.55 x 10-6 Ω-1. Both the asymmetry and spin-injection efficiency 
show a decrease with increasing SDL [Figs. 4.8(a) and 4.8(b)]. This may be 
explained as follows: spin-injection is dependent on several factors such as U 
asymmetry ( 0.5U U↑ ↓= ), interfacial spin accumulation and discontinuity in µ. 
For a short SDL, the spin accumulation must necessarily be concentrated at the 
interfaces, since it decays rapidly within the SC. Therefore a short SDL would 
actually increase the spin dependence of transport at the interfacial region. Since 
spin-injection is defined as the spin polarization of current at the FM-SC interface, 
it is therefore enhanced by short SDL of the 2DEG layer. However, due to the 
rapid depolarization of spins in the SC layer, the high spin injection efficiency can 
only be utilized for a practical spintronics application only if the spins are acted 
upon just after injection, e.g. by trapping them into a quantum well in the vicinity 
of the FM-SC interface. The increased interfacial spin accumulation also accounts 
for a large interfacial resistance asymmetry at short SDL. 
 
The MR ratio [Fig. 4.8(c)], on the other hand, shows an opposite dependence on 
SDL (i.e. increase rather than decrease with longer SDL). This may be explained 
as follows: in general, the MR ratio reflects the spin dependence of the overall 
transport through the two interfaces and the SC layer. The SC layer by virtue of its 
large resistance will have a major impact on the overall resistance. Note that 
although the individual SC conductivities of the two spin channels are 
independent of SDL, the overall SC resistance will change since the effect of a 
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finite SDL is equivalent to inserting a spin-flip resistance between the two spin 
channels. A large SDL will result in a large spin-accumulation being maintained 
across the entire SC layer.  Due to the large spin accumulation, the 
electrochemical potential gradients will be very different for parallel (P) as 
compared to anti-parallel (P) magnetization configuration [n.b that for P 
alignment, the µ profiles for majority/minority carriers must cross within the SC, 
while for AP alignment, they are essentially parallel]. Thus, a large MR results 
from a long SDL in the 2DEG layer. Another feature of Fig. 4.8(c) is that the MR 
dependence shows a roughly anti-symmetrical profile, about SDL = 100nm, which 
corresponds to the 2DEG width. There are plateaus in the MR ratio for very short 
and very long SDL values. For very short SDL100nm, spin accumulation is 
almost negligible in the 2DEG, and so any further decrease in SDL will not cause 
any change in MR. At the other extreme, i.e. SDL100nm, it is so long that 
there is negligible spin flip throughout the SC layer, and hence any further 





A self-consistent transport model has been presented to calculate the interfacial 
resistance (RI) values in a FM-SC-FM trilayer structure in which the SC layer is 
modeled as a highly-doped n++ AlGaAs-GaAs 2DEG while the interfacial 
resistances at the FM-SC junction are modeled as delta potential (δ) barriers. The 
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self-consistent scheme connects the drift-diffusion model used for evaluating the 
spin-split and interfacial discontinuity in the electrochemical potential, with the 
ballistic model to determine the transmission coefficient and hence interfacial 
resistance at the two FM-SC interfaces. The self-consistent values of RI are then 
used to calculate spin-injection and MR ratio of the trilayer structure. The values 
of RI at left and right interfaces are found to be asymmetric with respect to each 
other, and this asymmetry increases with the applied bias voltage. A high RI and a 
high spin-asymmetry in the interfacial barrier are required to achieve high spin 
injection efficiency, which is a principal requirement in a semiconductor 
spintronics device. This may be achieved in practice by introducing tunnel barriers 
at the FM-SC interface, which are naturally spin-asymmetric due to the different 
bandstructures in the FM layers for minority and majority spins. Based on this 
self-consistent model, the effects of SC conductivity σs and spin-diffusion length 
(SDL) on transport characteristics, such as the asymmetry of interfacial 
resistances, spin-injection efficiency and MR are also analyzed. In general a large 
σs tends to improve all three characteristics. A large SDL, however, improves the 
MR ratio but causes a decrease in the spin-injection efficiency. These trends are 
explained in terms of conductivity mismatch and spin accumulation either at the 




Conclusion and Future Works 
 
This chapter summarizes the work presented in this thesis, highlighting the main 
results and stating the requirements for practical implementation of results. Also a 
model to study the spin-transfer effects has been proposed as a future work based 





A theoretical spin transport study has been presented, which confirms the crucial 
role of spin-dependent interfacial resistance (RI) in enhancing the spin-injection 
efficiency and overall magnetoresistance of the ferromagnet (FM)-semiconductor 
(SC)-ferromagnet trilayer system. In chapter 3, a drift-diffusion model which 
takes into the effects of RI and spin-relaxation within the SC, has been used to 
describe the spin-transport mechanism. For the parallel magnetization alignment 
of the ferromagnetic contacts, without taking into account RI, a negligible spin-
polarization (close to 1%) is obtained for bulk conductivity of the FM contacts 
close to typical metallic values. It is only at the high bulk-resistivity values of the 
FM contacts that significant spin-polarization (of about 30%) occurs. This is due 
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to the reduction in conductivity mismatch between FM and SC as the bulk FM 
resistivity is increased. Taking into account some finite value of RI, an increase in 
the value of spin-polarization can be obtained within the SC layer. RI at the FM-
SC interfaces is due to the naturally occurring tunnel-barrier at the interface 
between FM and SC. This RI can also be spin-dependent due to the difference in 
density of states between the majority and minority spins in FM. High values of 
spin-injection efficiency up to 70% can be achieved at RI values of 10-4 Ω-cm2. 
Results suggest that to overcome the conductivity mismatch and achieve 
appreciable spin polarization of current, a large RI which is comparable with the 
SC layer resistance, and which is highly asymmetric with respect to the carrier 
spin direction, is required. The results for the anti-parallel alignment of the FM 
contacts indicate that the anti-symmetry of magnetization causes the spin-
polarization within the SC to fall to close to zero. Such a configuration is thus not 
useful for improving the spin-injection efficiency of the device. It will be useful, 
however, if one intends to utilize the magnetoresistance (MR) effect in the 
structure. The overall MR of the trilayer system has been studied as a function of 
bulk-contact resistivity. To achieve an appreciable MR ratio in the device requires 
an even larger RI or a contact spin polarization of almost 100%. For the practical 
implementation of these requirements, a high polarization FM layer contacted to a 
SC layer with a Schottky [54] or tunnel barrier at the FM-SC interface will be 
required. Alternative tunneling contacts employ the use of STM tips in vacuum 
[104] and resonant double barriers [95]. Potential application of the results lies in 
spintronics devices such as spin-transistor, spin-FET, spin-logic etc.  
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In chapter 4, spin-injection efficiency and magnetoresistance have been studied in 
the presence of tunnel barriers, which are modeled as delta (δ) function potential. 
A self-consistent transport model has been presented to evaluate the RI values at 
the FM-SC interface in which the SC layer is modeled as a highly-doped n++ 
AlGaAs-GaAs 2DEG. This model is unique in the sense that it combines the 
ballistic transport in the vicinity of interfaces with the diffusive spin-transport in 
the bulk of the structure. In the model described in chapter 3, the RI values have 
been assumed to be arbitrary whereas in this model, they have been calculated 
using a self-consistent model. A slight asymmetry in the values of RI at the left 
and right interfaces of the trilayer system has been obtained which occurs when a 
finite biasing voltage is applied. The effect of increasing Fermi-level of 2DEG has 
also been examined and it has been shown that the magnitude of RI decreases with 
the increase in Fermi-level. RI has also been analyzed as a function of spin-
dependent delta U barriers. As the U-barrier height increases, magnitude of RI 
increases which contributes to spin-injection efficiency and overall 
magnetoresistance of the device. Also the spin-selectivity of RI increases with 
increasing barrier-height. Spin-injection efficiencies of the order of 50% are 
obtained with barrier heights of 1eV keeping the relative spin-dependence ratio of 
barriers of two spin-types at 1:10. Achieving similar high values of MR requires 
even larger barrier heights.   
 
Using the same self-consistent model, the effects of varying SC conductivity and 
spin-diffusion length over spin-dependent parameters such as asymmetry in the 
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values of RI, spin-injection efficiency and MR have also been analyzed. It has 
been shown that a higher SC conductivity value improves spin-injection and MR 
by reducing the conductivity mismatch between FM and SC while a large spin-
diffusion length improves the MR ratio but causes a decrease in the spin-injection 
efficiency. The trends for spin-injection efficiency and MR as a function of spin-
diffusion length have been explained in terms of spin-accumulation. 
 
 
5.2 Future Work 
 
The diffusive structure calculations performed by Rashba [22], Smith and Silver 
[96], Schmidt et al. [21] does not include the effects of spin-accumulation in their 
structures. In order to extend the diffusive calculations presented in chapter 3, so 
as to include magnetization dynamics, spin-accumulation has to be incorporated in 
the diffusive model. Such an approach has been followed by Zhang and Levy [79] 
(described in section 2.4). They have used an equation of motion for spin-
accumulation and Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation to describe the 
magnetization of local moments. But their calculations are performed in diffusive 
regime for a ferromagnet-nonmagnetic spacer (Cu)-ferromagnet spin-valve 
structure. It should be noted however that within the vicinity of interface, spin 
polarized current transport should be analyzed quantum mechanically 
(ballistically) in order to account for the “spin-absorption” effects at the interface 
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[80]. Thus, in order to study the magnetization dynamics and switching behavior 
more rigorously, ballistic transport at interfaces should be combined self-
consistently with the diffusive calculations in bulk of the structure. Using this 
model, we can study the current induced magnetization switching mechanism in 
spin-valve structures. The role of spin-accumulation and “spin-torque” in 
influencing the magnetization dynamics of local moments within the 
ferromagnetic layer can also be described more rigorously. Similar to the concept 
of electrochemical potentials, there will be a discontinuity in transverse 
component of spin-accumulation at the interface which can be derived using the 
ballistic model taking into account the spin-absorption at the interface. This 
discontinuity can then be used in the diffusive model which plots the position 
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The electrochemical potentials for individual spins in a semiconductor are related 
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∆ = −  (A2) 
 
i.e. density deviations from the equilibrium value , 0n ( )µ↑ ↓  are individual 
electrochemical potentials for both spin-types and 0µ  is the value which 
electrochemical potential will have without spin-polarization. (at equilibrium 
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Using (A2), we have 
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Now, assuming that change of up (down) spin conductivity from its unperturbed 
value in the presence of spin-polarization is proportional to the up (down) spin 
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Equation (3.4) in chapter 3 follows from (A7).
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Current flow at the interface has been described by 
 




(i) Position dependence of spin-polarization 
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Subtracting (B8) from (B9) 
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Subtracting (B20) from (B21) 
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Similar to  (B18) through (B21), (B17) in the vicinity of right interface can be 
























































⎛ ⎞∂= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠
 (B31) 
 
















⎛ ⎞∂ −⎛ ⎞ ⎜− =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
⎟⎟  (B32) 
 






















ej Be Cλβ α
σ λα α
−⎧ ⎫− − +⎪ ⎪⇒ =⎨ ⎬−⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
 (B34) 
 

















⎛ ⎞∂ −⎛ ⎞ ⎜− =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
⎟⎟  (B35) 
 























⎧ ⎫−⎪ ⎪⇒ ⎨ ⎬−⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
= −  (B37) 
 
From (A7) derived in Appendix A and (B3), the value of sα  at left (x = 0) and 
right interface (x = w) can be written as 
 





s B Ce kTe
λα −− += +
 (B38) 





s Be C kTe
λα −− += +
 (B39) 
 
 (B12), (B16), (B24), (B27), (B34), (B37), (B38) and (B39), are eight equations in 
eight unknowns A, B, C, D, Lβ , Rβ , Lsα  & Rsα . Numerical values of all other 
quantities are known. So these equations can be solved simultaneously to obtain 
these parameters. It should be noted that all parameters are evaluated at the 
interface. 
 
Position dependence of sα : 
 











− −↑ ↓= = ++  (B40) 
 
From  (B40), position dependence of sα  can be calculated for 3 regions using 
(B2) to (B4), once A, B, C & D are known. 
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Position dependence of β : 
 
Using (B2), (B5) and (B6) in (B22) for x < 0 
 












⎧ ⎫−⎪ ⎪ =⎨ ⎬−⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
 (B41) 




λβ α ⎛ ⎞⇒ = + ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  (B42) 
 
[Definition of R is given in (B47)] 
Using (B3), (B5) and (B6) in (B25) or (B32) for 0 < x < w 
 










− −−⎧ ⎫− − +⎪ ⎪ =⎨ ⎬−⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
 (B43) 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( //1 ss w xxs
s
x x Be Ce
R ej
λλβ α − −−⎛ ⎞⇒ = + − +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ )  (B44) 
 
Similarly, using (B4), (B5) and (B6) in (B35) for x > w 
 












− −⎧ ⎫−⎪ ⎪ = −⎨ ⎬−⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
 (B45) 




De λβ α −⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  (B46) 
 










L R L R L R
c s c
c s c
c s c c s c c s c
R
λ
σ α α= −  (B47) 
 




(ii) Position dependence of electrochemical potential 
 
(a) For x < 0 
 
Using (B5) in (B18), we have 
 







↑ <∂ =∂  (B48) 
 







cx x x x
L L L L
c c c c
ejx Aedx dx dx
R
λ
µ σ α σ
−
↑ = +∫ ∫ ∫  (B49) 
 
Using (B42) and simplifying 
 
 ( )( )/ 01 1LcxLcL
c
ejx A e λµ ασ µ
−
↑ = + − − + ↑  (B50) 
 
In (B50) µ ↑  is the value of electrochemical potential at any position x in the left 




 ( )( )/1 LcxLcL
c
ejx A e λµ ασ↑ 1= + − −  (B51) 
 
The corresponding down-spin electrochemical potential can be obtained using 




cxAe λµ µ↓ ↑= −  (B52) 
 
(ii) For 0 < x < w 
 
















Substitutingβ  from (B44) and integrating 
 
 ( ) ( )
/ ( ) /
0
0 0 0
s sx x x x w x
s s s s







− += +∫ ∫ ∫ σ  (B54) 
 
Using (B47) and simplifying 
 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
/ /
0









w x w w x
s
s
ejx BB e x e dx







− − − − − +
↑








In (B55) µ ↑  is the value of electrochemical potential at any position x in the SC 
& 0µ +↑  is interfacial discontinuity in electrochemical potential which can be 








The corresponding down-spin electrochemical potential can be obtained using 
(B3) and (B55): 
 
 ( )/ ( ) /sx w xBe Ceλµ µ − − −↓ ↑= − + sλ  (B56) 
 
(ii) For x > w 
 
Using (B5) in (B30), we have 
 
 ( )w R R
c c





↑ >∂ =∂  (B57) 
 
Substituting β  from (B46) and integrating 
 
 
( ) / Rcx x x x w
w
R R R R
c c c cw w w
ejx Dedx dx dx
R
λ
µ σ α σ
− −
+
↑ = −∫ ∫ ∫  (B58) 
 
Using (B47) and simplifying 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( )/1 1Rcx wRcR
c
ej x w
D e λ w wµ α µσ
− − +
↑ ↑




The corresponding down-spin electrochemical potential can be obtained using 
(B4)and (B59): 
 
 ( ) / Rcx wDe λµ µ − −↓ ↑= −  (B60) 
 
In (B59) µ ↑  is the value of electrochemical potential at any position x in the right 
FM. wµ↑  is the value of electrochemical potential given by (B55) and wµ +↑  is 
interfacial discontinuity in electrochemical potential and can be determined from 










Equations (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) in chapter 3, follows from (B51), (B55) and 
(B59) respectively. The corresponding down-spin electrochemical potentials are 
given by (B52), (B56) and (B60) respectively. 
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